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Part I

INTRODUCTION

Required

Kvale, s. (1996). Interviews. Thousand oaks, cA: Sage.
Miles, M' u'q Huberman, A. (1994). Swtitattii"boto Arutysis. Second edition.Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
Morse, J' and Fiel4 P- (1995),-Qwhative Research Methods for Health professionals.

Second edition. Thousand-Oaks, CA: Sage.

Course Reader

Collen, A- (Ed) (tWD. Qualitative Research Reader. San Francisco, CA: SaybrookInstitute.

Recommended

None

Advanced Reading

None
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Overview
The subject matter of this learning guide concerns foremost the techniques and
procedures for collecting and processing data in the forms of words, graphics, and
pictures, rather than numbers. After your overview of Methods course, this course in
qualitative research has as its pulpose to provide more focused study on qualitative data
collection and data processing aspects of research methodology for psychology and the
human sciences, but without the extensive and specialized emphasis found in a more
formalized method and methododology, such as case study, ethnography,
ethnomethology, hermeneutics, phenomenology,- psychobiography, and psychohistory.
Therefore, if you prefer your second methods course be more delimited to one of these
more specialized advances in methodology, then you should select and take that course
and learning guide available, that is, the Saybrook course and learning guide in case
study method, phenonomenology, hermeneutics, participatory action research, or
systems research methods, rather than this course and learning guide.

The objectives of this oourse of study are twofold: (1) to help you become more
familiar with and beter understand various techniques and procedures that serve as
springboards for the more specialized forms of qualitative research in psychology and
human science, and (2) to advance your research skills working with qualitative forms of
data collection and data processing. These objectives are to be fulfiued through your
study of texts, publications, readers, and learning guides, as well as your completion of a
s€t of assignments described at the end of each section of this guide and in Appendix A.

The foundation of all sciences depends on solid, informative description, much of
which is qualitative in form. It is important to grasp the ways researchers have situated
qualitative data collection and processing within the context of their preferred research
method' As you go through the course, this learning guide will also give some attention
to the complementarity of data types, both qualitative and quantitative, lest you be left
with the erroneous impression that data types cannot under any circumstances be mixed.
The richness and varieU of approaches-from the nascent to the sophisticated-to work
with qualitative data in psychology and human science should be evident by the end of
the course.

This course builds upon the concepts and principles of the Overview of Mehods
oourse to focus more explicitly on qualitative methods, techniques, and procedures of
disciplined human oriented i .No you discov tremendous rdoilfusion
and di today t doi researc but
ra,lize such similar pen yoy may ve rn s and related are
at this tinle. Wtl(tne surge o terest in a range of methods in recent decades and
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explosion of lublisp\esearch literatur e, therfir. , ,/r*ber of research *dlo* rhar
many authors, 

Txr6lishe{s, 
and theorists fi, t uting/to be exclusivef{ "oulritative

methods" *h# they place in oybosition toJvia accusati on ,r/ursertifns, and
illogical intyfunces-esraprisneo hbels/such as quurfirutive, idnental, ptatistical,
objectiv e,/recavd, c al, and so onl Their s omen ma
entertaiy{ng reading; h polemics are mor{ hkely to convindp theaf of
their ofun assertiont u2fugl"ncritical minds-to thN.g# of view. *rts"-.r,-5,-1,

I-9

ruwrvlL'lg, utr,Nfrnee fttdrj hrqd ; >a;;,g-:
one suggestion that I have found usefutXo swee,p through *uit of the dust being

stirred up is to note that a construct like method has seve,ral meanings*.rt-is important to
know the intended meaning of the author/researcher in each *r".ffin.&y, on ,n, on.
hand, the use of the phrase " qrnhtqot od' is likely an ofimoron, i{ AV method one
means an approach to inqurry. will olve many deci ons, such the form of th
research question, type of context of collection, res of
collection and analysis. ny author uses this p to label v ous methods,
as ethnography, , observ and the li makes me irlmediately s
that the coverage very limited d perhaps ial, even ve. When st
what research do and the s they use us known agreed met
one realizes artificiali$ of iffing a as excl ely either dtali
quantitativ please do jump to a conclusion the title f this
learning g or any tex so titled. Ithough there are m that

:o 
,ye and make use of e\clusiv { r*lirative dara, rufn ut pS{"nomenoto i{"0hermeTrbutics, and other metho\-5xdusively quanritative $t ^,fi"n as correlational
:h6d, in general most methods are able to make good o*" oft#th data types.
on the other hand, the term *qualitative method' can more properly mean reference

to a research procedure which yields, generates, and/or processes data types in the form
of words, graphics, and pictures by means devoid of established arithmeic operations.
Here method mans a specific procedure,not a holistic approach to inquiry. The leaming
guide and reader of this course are devoted to the study and articuration of specific
pmcedures for processing prnlitative dSta currently in uee jn psychology and the hun[an A 

"1,*"te1_.,". ("/k,/;^tS o*/a ut o y.t/"f,tT ii,ilt"ii")"7^agy Vn*,'

*one. wirt *lti /rb/6es-th. rr.trr.- rr,"an by "q r) *fi'Jil/
i,*iry.-''uduru-,r.*to"*#*@edure? 

I prerer i o,an.t use c"nsistentry trr" r^.ter reIHEft eila ffifr d6 6 lifril 6il ,-h=lorrir";*; ^.^'"lrf,lku* t." t* .o**. ou **, *r, *O rypo ** rOO, , *.",,oris,O L;' Yb#,
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This course guide continue s thgffi\organization and format of prgqentation that
is found in the learning guide f284" overytew of Merhods co*rse W'il- t r*r*,of this materia

study or the rl;t :"""ffi^;:',rTffi",:; :J llff W#**"", ;is to help wu estaaT{n some boundar/6s around una orgay*drion tfiour learning, gi
the breadth of t!{sualect matto. Thifd, ir is to assist y/ w*n ,{r*goirg professil
dwelolm*r Y your own tt*rrtt*l foundatio$, and .rdpnor experien

:TTtn 'o f .^olete 
your graduate\program g{t"nrth, it is t6 .nut*g e^yg{,

-/-1

YO 
u:t/Orions and habits of tt\Ugbf..adur qualitative ,J,f-.t, , ffi^;;;sharpeftrfour scientific, critical thinking, and data collection and }5i65(ing skills.

Let us ground these aims by reformulating them in terms of three specific learning
objectives' You and yot[ instnrctor may wish to add more, but the following set reflects
current educational philosophy and pedagogy at the school: r) to demonstrate proficiencyin understanding through proper usage of the terms, principles, and concepts ofqualitative research; 2) to demonstrate knowledge of the major characteristics and
variations of select research methods that favor the use of qualitative data; and 3) to
demonstrate proficiency in select techniques and procedures of qualitative data collection
and processing' All of these objectives are to be fulfilled through completion of a chosen
set of assignments dqscribed at the end of each section and in Appendix A.

This learning guide is selective in its coverage of qualitative applications in research
methodology. Although some methods, techniques, and procedures receive more
attention than others, this material provides guidance to those covered, but does not
preclude other choices which you and your instructor may wish to pursue in order to tailor
the subject matter closer to your professional and personal interests in qualitative
research.

Readings
The reading material for the course is classified into
Reader, Recommended, and Advanced. Those centrar
guide will be stated at the start of each chapter.

Required readings are directly relevant to completion of the assignments. The
required texts cover doing research involving one or more of the following: research
interviewing, observation, archives, databases, documents, artifacts, and specific data
collection and processing procedures and techniques associated with these activities.

consider those from the gRM Readerto be required arso. The ewlitative Research
Methods Reader, abbreviated throughbut this learning guide by the acronym eRM or the

four categories: Required, eRM
to each chapter of the learning
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phrase "QRM Reader," provides you with
data in research. The reader is organized in
assignments.

a selection of articres about using qualitative
parallel to this rearning guide and the course

Recommended readings do relate to the course assignments, but they are selective,meaning they are few among several sources which may prove herpfur in completing theassignments' other sources may be cited in the text with the full citation in References.Still you will discover other so'rces on your own as the field of quaritative research islarge and growing rapidly. 
r'rv *rzrtr vr quauklllve reseal

Advanced teadrngs are included for thoss who wish to pursue in more depth themajor ideas covered in a specific part of the guide. Such readings are particularly herpfulto study the more challenging ideas and applications. Finalty, advanced readings mayhelp you pursue links between tS tni, course and any interest area at saybrook,specifically, clinical Inqu'y, conJciiusness Studies, Hearth studies, organizationarInquiry' Peace and conflict Resolution Studies, systems Inquiry, and Social philosophyand Political psychology.

The required texts, courue reader, and sources listed in the References are there tofacilitate your completion of the course assignments. Although I have made everyattempt to make the required texts, course reader, and learning guide an adequatepackage to complete the assignments in a graduate revel course, it is wise andrecommended to go beyond this materiat and draw upon published literature and primarysources in the scholarly documentation and compretion of the assignments. As agraduate level course, it is not mandatory that the rearning guide, reader, and requiredtexts provide a complete course resource package. use of related sources and thoseconnecting your professional interests to the course shourd be expected to completecourse assignments' particularly those tailored to your own interests. AIso, this oftenoccurs in the application of methodology concqpts and principres to specific humanphenomena and their contexts, and when changes in assignments are negotiatedbetween the student and the instructor. In other words, it is expected that this resourcepackage will be supplemented by relevant pubrications .t or*u;;ilr;dent.
Formats, Media, Modes, and Options for Course C letionHaving

courses at T
with some o

have a fami

to complete
le

If
vat letoy for

he

s(
sul

revlew ibilities,
with the sa tle in rhe

wish

of l[, learning guide.

0b urr
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Assignments and Time plan
This leaming guide presents a variety of assignments that focus your study in thefollowing general areas that have become popularry identified with qualitative datacollection and data processing: research intaviewing observation, archives and

A se of assignments are required to complete this course of study. *" ,o(, I /" /,r/assipments you choose may also be viewed as a route throug[ the coursg **rrLJ l"!,oqDfr .inAppendix B. some assignments involve making a choice among possibilin*. *i f J'u/
possibility is labeled alphab*ically under each assignmant. see Appendice, o *i u. lllT I 

rYou are asked to decide which possibility you wish to comprere for the assigrm; ; I' Pn . ,rn 
j '

each case and use that designation, for examplq 2-B, when you sent it to your 
"r*t 

. I ltt,.,/"iiAn assignment first appea.rs only in summary at the end of its parr of the reaming ,*i",. hirrfl* ^ ,All assignments and their choices appear in ul dera, in Appordix a. r,or yourffi _l,r'-ll- Tjreferencq an overview of all assignments can be seen in Appendix B. 
*Zf'rrrrtrgl 

,r,In completing Assignment r, you are asked to select tentatively the set ff 'oyt,u" '

assignments you prefer and the rcute taken to complete them, with the restriction thatyour clutices must ata at rast TWo ways to wo* with quabtative d*ta coucction and
data processing. The flexibility in ta oring your course of study to your interests,pogram, and professionar pursuits may be enhanced by knowing that there are
essentially thrce routes thrrough the assignments. For simplicity sake, I label these
routes: the As Is Routg the combined Route, and the Mixed Route. Read carefu,y
Appendices A and B. Regardless of the route taken, there must be 7 written products

ffT:1'r. 
*" instrulor to earn the 3 units of credit for the course. Further, regardless

(9 he routq exc.'. the fu$ and last assignments, each assignment consists of a l0page paper. This means that when completing an assignment on the combined Routg for
example Assignmeft B, choices 2_8, 3_8, 4_B, and 5_B will be combined into this
assignment which will be integrated as a result into a l0 page paper. In contrast,
follorving the As Is Route, one serects one choice (A, B, c, etc.) described within each
assignment number (2, 3,4, dc"), and each choice requires a l0 page paper. The MixedRoutq may draw upon both extrfiies, such as Assignment 2_C for one l0 page paper
and Assignment B for another 10 page paper, and so on, as rong as a total of 7 papers
accumulate by the end of the course to justify the credit.

The assignments are intended to focus your leaming, challenge your thinkingn andptovide some experience in using the material. Building upon the same critical thinking
and research skills involved with your earlier courses,lhe assignments are designed to
oontinue this pnocess a step farther toward qualging for doctoral candidacy.
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The choices within each assignment allow a flexibility to meet a range of research

and professional interests. The specific set of assignments chosen can be completed in
. r^-^;horl in fheaUU PrLtlvDDrL'rr

one semeste,r, and it is recommended they be completed in the sequence described in the

learning guide. If for any reason you cannot complete the course in one te'rm, inform the

Registrar at the end of the term to remain active in the course the subsequent term'

Prerequisites
completion of the overview of Methods course, or its equivalent, is expected before

taking this course. It is advisable to have taken Theories of Inqurry and critical Thinking

and Argument Analysis courses too, or their equivalent'

Evaluation and Feedback

The main basis of evaluation is satisfactory completion of your required assignments'

Drafts of assignments are evaluated in regard to coherenc€' accuracy, correct use of

terms, principles and concepts, sound use of logic and argumentation, and cogent

discussion of issues. In general, a ctear, precise, organi zod, complete, and professional

presentation is expected. Feedback involves commentary on the above criteria as well

as less substantive matters of an editorial nature. Expect constnrctive criticism' Initial

requests to revise are routine; they are one primary means of corrective improvement in

building Your research skills'

Each instructor has his/her own style of feedback. For example, I check many parts of
- ---- -^^liac

the response to indicate my accp,la\ce, and I circle and asterisk those parts needing

^^^on*i.rl ctqte-:H;.;;;;;;;, ,i6"o4'* or the res,onse'try.Y::111 ,:1?;;; ;id *"yo*/undersrandin z rn ternsr{tl" fnt"i" 111 :"fr,
brackds and arrows ty' tell

previous para*aph . A$,I comment/in the margins andi{se O*o7: 
lno 

e'nuv\

--- rr-^ -^*,^--: r ,,i,rt"rt to *t i/tr I am directing {y *^ment/ I may chall

#"l:"1:ffiffi*:i.l,[t:J#":";:*Jff;,,::i*""i,"J"Jnm*
:r"11'-,T,"#'. j:":T,:"*:ffi tIr^Y^i:.:""::#"Ji:'J""Iffi 

"ft .,
ryposraph at ey'itor svmbols Y Tl*:' :"T:ff ":" ;:,|-"'fi, ;;;7;od", a, because,{* to you; check al\o Your diafg UnlafDflfdr Lu JL'ur uut'\'a' *Y J":' :7-.. ""_^ __^-- tr/L^n\a ,,/ior,,,'.rr[ ,S A/
,q^*r"pAge at the start or endk9"6s th:l *'o::*Tl::::::T
ffi" ffi",-** I simply *h#a,ccepted' next to the t:tt*'T."i',nu11o:f

If feedback is insufficient or unclear, contact the instnrctor immediately and ask for

more. Do not waste time second guessing. If your initial attempts at contact are

frustrated or delayed, then write out your request for more feedback and direction and

send it, meanwhile go on to other assignments. The instructor should contact you to fuIfiIl
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your requests. Frequently part of a response will need revision, and sometimes the
entire response will need to be redone. This can happen when an incorrect tact is taken
on writing out the response.

Course completion occurs through the accumulation of accepted assignments. Upon
completion of all assignments, the instnrctor sends a written evaluation to the Registrar,
who in turn sends you a copy for your records. Receipt of the instructor's course
evaluation in the Student Records Office signifies official course completion and
subsequent placement of the course on your Saybrook transcript. Note that the
instnrctor's evaluation will reflect only your setect record of completion of the
assignments chosen, so do not expect sweeping statements applicable to all
assignments. Choose assignments carefully. Think about the place of this course in your
program and in relation to your professional goals.

It is important to maintain access to the instnrctor for feedback and evaluation
purposes during your active months with the course material. Enrollment in the course
ensures direct access to the instructor. Should you be working on assignments during a
term when you are not officially enrolled, your name will not appear on the instnrctor's
enrollment sheet, and the instnrclor is under no obligation to receive and evaluate your
work. Therefore, should you not complete all assignments by the end of a term, you must
re-register for the course to remain active and guarantee access to the instructor as a
learning resource and evaluator. Do so even in the extreme case of the last revisions
pending for course complgion. Given the "rolling registration" at Saybrook, once any
informal indication from the instructor is received indicating course completion anytime
early, middle or late term, you rnay contact your advisor and the Registrar regarding
enrollment in your next course.

Although evaluation here appears to emphasize ways the instructor will evaluate
your work, Saybrook is a co-learner community. Our expectation is that the evaluation
process is a two-way street. Your evaluation of the instructor's performance will be
solicited by Saybrook via a se,parate evaluation form after the instructor submits the end
of course evaluation of your performance.

However, it is vitally important that you have ample opportunity to evaluate also the
effectiveness of the learning guide and resource package; thereforg please send me a
copy of your written evaluation of the course materiat. The course surveys much ground,
and some research methods are not included. The learning guide and reader are ongoing
projects. Periodic revisions and additions are expected. You have an opportunity to
participate, because it is through your suggestions and feedback that this presentation
improves. I want it to be informative and useful. Please comment and contribute freely.
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Your interest in this area of study is appreciated; therefore, do send me your feedback
and suggestions for improvement.

connecting the course to other saybrook courses
The Qualitative Research Methods course has several important links with other
@urses of the curriculum.

Overview of Methods. The organization of the first level methods course centered on
the interests of researchers and their paradigmatic assumptions. Several methods as
well as their changing forms were surveyed. Marry of these methods make heavy use of
qualitative data. Consequently, in the Qualitative Research Methods learning guide, a
step further is taken to examine more carefully ways researchers generated, collected,
and process their qualitative data when using these methods.

Critical Thinking and Argument Analysis. This course is central to good research
practice involving all qualitative approaches to inquiry. All the methods, techniques, and
procedures covered in Qtralitative Research Methods involve key assumptions, sound
use of logic and decision-making, a critical stance towards inqulry, and careful
interpretation, discussion, and argumentation with respect to research findings.

Theories of Inquiry- This oourse, like the previous two courses, is foundational to
understanding the use of qualitative data in research. Qualitative data collection,
processing, and interpreting cannot be divorced from theory.

Other research methods courses. In general, the Qualitative Research Methods
course and learning guide are intended to complement and supplement, but not substitute
and replacg other second level courses taken after completion of the Ovenriew of
Methods course. Examples of other second level research method courses with direct
relevance to this course are: Action Research, Case Study Mehods in psychology,
Hermeneutics, Obssvational Research, Phenomenology. (i.e., Descriptive
Phenomenological Psychological Method, and Phenomenological Critique of
Psychological Systems), and Systems Research Methods.

connecting the course to the saybrook programs
This learning guide serves to fulfill the Research Methods II requirement of both the
Psychology and Human Science programs. However, there are several offerings that
meet these program requirements, therefore why take this course rather than the others?

Qualitative Research Methods provides both the broad band perspective of the
Ovenriew of Mehods course, but brings the student into the process of working with
this kind of data, which the overview of Methods course did not. The other courses at

I
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the second level are also expected to engage the student in more hands-on type research

assignments, but must by the nature of their methodological focus be more restrictive in
ways of treating qualitative data. In other words, if you believe it is in your best interest

to be more selective for in-depth coverage of a particular methodological approach to
inqulry, such as a course in case study or phenomenology, then Qualitative Research

Methods may be too diverse to meet your needs. But if your readiness is to take a next

step after Ovenriew of Methods to examine with more specificity a range of methods and

ways they tret qualitativ e data, this course may be the better choice. In this latter case,

it may become a choice of this counie or the like, such as Quantitative Research

Methods or Systems Research Methods. The general argument here may seem like
splitting hairs for some students. Perhaps, the best advice I can grve is to examine the

choices of learning guides for your second level methods course. If your chief interest is

to understand better several ways researchers work with qualitative data and a range of
established methods in which they work with such data, this may be the best course for
you.

Regarding assignments tailored to the programs, the variety of assignments in this
learning guide is intended to meet the difference in interests of the students of both
prcgrams, thus the number of choices provided for ach assignment in the learning guide.

It is expected that students in each program will complete those choices of the

assignments which are more appropriate to their graduate program and professional

goals. Whenever there is a question on this matter, it is important that you discuss with
your instructor which choices best fit your program and professional goals and research

interests.

Assignment 1

The initial assignment of the course is to introduce yourself in the role of researcher to
your instructor. You are to communicate briefly and succinctly in writing your present

level of familiarity with qualitative approaches to inquiry, your main arsls of research

interest, your choices for assignments, and your general plan (route) for cource

completion. See full details in Appendix A.
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Part ll

QUALITATIVE DATA
IN RESEARCH

Required

Kvale, s. (1996)- Interviews. Thousand oaks, 
.9A.. sag9. [chapters r_4]Miles' M' unl .H'berman, e.- 

-(resa) .- Qralitatrii-bot, Anagsis. second edition.Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. fCir.pt#-flMorse, J' and Fiel4 P- (199-5I b*fiiiliii nrrrorch Mettnds for Heatth professioruls.second edition. Thousand-oiks, Cai sage. iCr,rpti, 1_n,

Course Reader

Read the articles listed under part II.

Recommended

Denzin' N' and Lincoln, y- (Edi!|Is) (1994) . Harutbook of erutitative Research.Thousand oaks, CA: Sage. fcnlpiers 
'i'_;i*'*"1'1'N ur

Advanced Reading

None
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Overview
Having received some orientation to the course in the first part of this learning guide, thepurpose of the second part is to help you situate yourself within the subject area and
some contexts in which researchers work with qualitative data. we want to look briefly
at what qualitative data is, its place in scientific inqu'y, and its relevance io researchers
thernselves and mchodology in general. It is from this vantage point that we can
subsequently examine the phases of the research cycle in the parts of the leaming guide
to follow that make use of qualitative data. The assignment at the end of this part asks
you to demonstrate your undastanding of the perspecrives persented here and those
aspects of the assiped readings which relate to them.

The Nature of Oualitathre llata in Scientiric lnqul
As anuded,, *.0*,-*l*"* "quaritative',, 

" 
."#".*m;d'({yl r{l,u'an aspect' faceq featurg kind type, rop€rty, or characteristic of the phenomenon

studied. one can associate the descriptor with a category scheme that may be useful to
sort out and label distinctions about what is studied and to make comparisons, such as
among attributes, objects, and persons. In other words, the nature that is qualitative istoidentiffandcategorizethequalitiesofwhatonecomestoknow.ffi
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catta, y. But suffi&e it now to note thlt/the idea of classification is
fundamental to all forms of woEng with qualitative data in research.

Qualitative data is typically contrasted with quantitative data. where the former is
associated with classification, the latter with mqlsurement. However, one may view the
relation as not so much the antimonious swaration of opposites as the inventive ways
resqlrchers add more precision to classification. Precision involves accuracy in theresearcher'sactsofobtainingadatuman.dm4ipqqqgbservation.M
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both qualitative and quantitative means to yield such obsenrations.

In the case of defining the datum as qualitative, the researcher must make use of a
classification scheme, typically a set of other descriptors. In the case of a quantitative
definition, the researcher must invent a scale of measurement (nominal, ordinal, intenral,
ratio) to place the datum on the scale, which technically is also a classification scheme
with order and a degree of measureable precision from one location on the scale to the
next' Interestingly, the crudest and most elemantary form of measurement, noming!--
scales, are basically qualitative category schemes. Upon close inspection to understand l
the close non oppositional relation between-qualitative and quantitative. tncidentty, id
common for researchers to develop quantitative scales of measurement to assist them to
make more precise determinations of which category an attribute of the phenomena may
best be placed; for example, in reference to the above, note the anxiety scale, color scale,
and social distance scalg respectively.

However, in this course of study the emphasis is not on those research skilts that
foster this direction toward measurement-from categori zation to quantitification-so
popular in psychology and the human sciences, but instead we want to examine select
ways tp work with qualitative data without the assistance of measurement. It is
important to emphasi ze that these ways of working with qualitative data are just a s
important in science as quantification of data. litati
have always it /is
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Data Types
When one looks carefully at the kinds of data researchers collect and process, it
essentially boils down to three types: numbers, pictures, and words.

We associate the numbers with the more quantitative orientation, even though
researchers commonly work with numbers in a qualitative fashion in many aspects of
their research, such as labelling participants by number, using random number schemes
to select and assign participants to the research design, and creating numerical
combinations for coding schemes to sift and sort observations, archives, and field notes.

Words appear in narratives, that is spoken and written accounts taken from archiv
research interviews, audiotapes, and the like. This data type can be thought of asr
situated in text. That is to say, the text is the context of the word, whether it comes noJ
the verbal flow from the mind of its author, the real time dialog between interviewer an
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intenrieweg or the audio record of events in everyday tife, respectively. It is the wor,
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data Upe that is most often sought and processed in the research methods stressed in
this learning guide. In such cases, the researcher faces the challenge of working with
various category schemes to classiff, organize, aggregate, and synthesize words that
capture and describe accurately and precisely the phenomenon studied.

konically, akfu@ perhaps our most impressionistic mode of communication,
PicturelrSe vastlV under utilized in psychology and human science as a data type in
comparibdn to numbers and words. What can be done with the collection and processing
of words can be done just as well with pictures. Advances in video technologies have
brought in recent decades largely untapped possibilities for the use of art, photos, and
video as data in research. Some attention will be devoted to this advance, though the
focus in this learning guide will remain largely on the data Upe of words.

In closing this brief presentation of the data type trichotomy, it must be stressed that
researchers make use of all data Upes-numbers, pictures, and words-often within the
same investigation, following the general rule of thumb: whatever data bears directly and
appropriately on the phenomenon studied and research questions posed should be
collected and examined. Manifestations of this last point will surface again later in the
learning guide, specifically the use of different data types in the same inqurry to reveal a
more comprehensive examination of the phenomenon or to cross validate a fundamental
quality of the phenomenon.

lnterests, Research euestions, and Focus
Whether qualitative data is relevant to the inquiry depends very much on what the
researcher wants to know. According to the descriptive definition of qualitative provided
earlier, it is clear that the researcher's central interest is in the nature of the human
phenomena. what is it like? what does it mean? what kinds of thoughts, feelings,
reflections, and actions are associated with the phenomenon? Are there particular
properties, features, characteristics that can describe in words and pictures the
phenomenon studied? When this orientation to the question asking of the phenomenon is
the chief interest of the researcher, then the desired nature of the data will more often
than not be qualititative.

More specifically, if one wants to know how long it will take for your best friend to
recover from a broken leg and at what rate will mobility rerurn during physical the,rapy
once the plaster caste is removed, qualitative data may not be that informative. But if
one wants to'know what having a broken leg means to your best friend, because of the
manditory adjustments and accommodations to the inconvenience during the period of
recovery, then qualitative data may be very informative.
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The research questions about the qualitative nature of the phenomenon creates the
focus of the inqurry. Importantly, the type of question and key terms used in the question
statement begin to delimit the inqury. These are important steps for the researcher in
trying to propose a feasible and doable project.

Research Methods and Methodology
Most methods in psychology and human science can be used to collect and process
qualitative data' However, there are several strong associations antithetical to the useof some methods with qualitative da&a, which are worth mentioning in passing, because
these unfortunate associations tend to be perpetuated and they retard the advance of
methodology in psychology and human science likelv doing some-dissp,nrina r- -..,1-,
to each subsequ"n, r"n"*,,1n*;d#.:;r:Tlll ::":ilTff:roff ;":l#'l
state some outstanding examples in the delimiting case and comment on them
afterwards.

Some very strong associations are: 1) correlational method involves the description,
prediction, and application of the scaled and measured covariation between two or more
constructs (variables, predictors, criteria, factors, discriminants, dimensions); z) very
traditional experimental method uses exclusively quantitative datato make comparisions
between experimental and control conditions; 3) very traditional obsenrational research
in psychology involves onty frequency counts of specifically defined overt behaviors; 4)
very traditional survey research in psychology uses exclusively highly structured and
scaled questionnaires. These associations are held by and large still to be true.
However' it is only the first assertion about correlational method that still rings with
some consistency and veridicality today. In theory and practice, the traditional methods
of the first Arena of Inquiry, described in the overview of Methods learning guide and
related readings (collen lgg4, 1995), retain such restricted thinking. Researchers use
whatever data types in their experimental, observational, and survey research that helps
them answer thf,research questions posed.
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Equally significant to the i proper linkages between research questions
and data types is knowledge of philosop ical tradition and p{eor\ical basis affiliat
with each particular method informs the rg(earcherJ about the orisi
purposes, assumptions, uses and buses, stren srw esses, and et
precautions of a speci research method consl tion for lication to
inquiry. With rhe w of developmen m met logy in this is more
common to discov that one must know one two or three cal traditions
and theoreti

intended.
in order to have th Fply a method as

To take but one example to illustrate my poi its origins as a philosophy later
in the last century, phenomenology has been "#04"r use in psychology and related
fields through efforts to articulate more furt /proceanres of data collection and
processing, and to refine skills and pra 

"/* 
ttv/usn empirical inquiry. This important -work has been accomplished with qraffitive Hence, phenomenology is no longa

an exclusive method of philo sopna/ rnib/nhers and non philosopio, utit"rd.n"
married phenomenology with othd haditi such as hermeneutics, heurisdCs. and
dialectics, with the result that they'anations/of phenomenological metho a n*ry{ur*r.or"
to those doing research in psyctfiogy and nfrman science have markedl y ir{or* ln-rn,/later part of this century- con2ifouently, var{ations of phenomenology *, fio*n today a s
ways to work with q,r,litft{ive data when ltn. pnilosophical assumpti

ffi ffi:Tffi[TI 
"Y^tr:; :I fif l;1into an internally corgi6ent and coherent appJication that aoo*g{a research proposal/foraphenomonoto;{alinqurryof an human ph\*enon. I siny{arkind of story may be

told about man}tdf the methods covered in rhe o\rir* of ry{thods learning guide.

Mixing Data Types
Part of the explosion of interest in advancing methods in psychology and human science
stems from those researchers of more recent generations to more aggressively and
boldly seek out innovative and creative ways of doing inquiry, even if it entails
transgressions across paradigms and arenas of inquiry. This means that purists who
insist that certain data types must be used with certain methods are bound to be
insulted' Innovations of most methods have occurred to include both qualitative and
quantitative data in the same study. Even from the most consenrative standpoint, a
sound scientific study will use both to decribe the demographic chracteristics of the
sample studied and provide as clear and comprehensive description as possible of the
situation, circumstances, boundaries, and generalizability of the human phenomenon
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studied' Therefore, polemics aside, most scientists typically do not get trapped into
superficialities, but they are intent on using whatever numbers, pictures, and words they
belierre appropriate to answer their questions and communicate them as unambiguously
as possible to their fellow scientists.

It may be helpful, nevertheless, to point out the general status of developments in
methodology with respect to the use of qualitative data. Table 1 is general and seletive
only; it is not intented here to be complete or to suggest any impossibility that a method
in one column may never appear at some future point in human history in another column.
Note that correlational method is perhaps an-instnrctive illustration of the qrnntitative
ex&eme, where herrneneutics and phenomenology the qualitative extreme. Most
methods however fall into the mixed category.

MIXED
Experimental
Ethnographic
Observational
Case Study
Heuristic
Psychobiographical
Psychohistorical
Survey
Syatemic

Table l. Data Upes used with some research methods
in psychology and human science.

complexity and the construction of a Method or Methodology
The aspects of methodology mentioned in the previous sections of this part of the
learning guide come together of course when the researcher considers how complex an
inqurry is necessary in order to address the research question. Naturally, many decisions
deterrnine the complexity of inquiry. I shall focus on only a few here relevant to the use of
qualitative data in research.

In proposing and conducting a research project, the researcher constructs an
internally consistent proposal by articulating the relations among such key constructs as
research question, research method, and data. I picture this triangle in Figure 1.

QUALITATIVE
Autobiographical
Hermeneutic
Phenomenobgcal

QUANTITATIVE
Correlational

Q(uestion) 
- 

M(ethoct)

\/
D(atum)

Figure l. The QMD conceptual net of i
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There are really more components to this configuration, but these three are the most
relevent at this point in the guide. This conceptual net must be internally consistent and
clearly articulated to establish the internal validity of an inqurry. obviously, if the
question calls for qualitative data, that is what should be collected, and the method
chosen should be a meftod invented/or amenable to generate the qualitative data thatwill directly answer the question. As a result of these key decisions, the fit is more
parsimonious, economic, valid, and from a more pragmatic view-the use of human
beings, time, money' and resources for research is the more ethical.

Summary
This part of the learning guide has described some of the main aspects facing the
researcher in formulating a research project with special attention to interests in working
with qualitative data- Some contrasts were provided between qualitative and
quantitative data types and their associations with research methods. Salient areas of
decision making, such as internal consistency, were highlighted in regard to the focus on
qualitative data' Finally, the notion of qualitative data was situated in the process of
formulating a method or methodology. The choices of assignment to follow are intended
to apply the subject matter of this part, bring into the foreground the formulation of an
inqurry that uses qualitative data, and pinpoint some research skills for doing so.

Assignment 2 {)<t) an,^,A, tLo'[".1;,q ,/A,."ot]*/ !

serect oNE uri"-,,i'. f1:'i iU Hrr;. ;l'::,:;#.W *?i "rL:,.select oNE alternative below lto complete this assignl*
read the full details of your choice in Appendix A, a

Bruutrul. rr[DGIant:

A, and (2) whenEv!E^^e 'r JL'.,r r,,L UE r. lappen(llx A, and {2) when you send your
assignment to the instructor, be sure to indicate which alternative you are completing.

2-A' This choice involves the design of a procotol for research intenriewing.
2'B' This choice involves the conceptualization and articulation of an a priori category

scheme for observational research.

z-C'This choice involves the conceptualization of search and retrieval strategies for
archival and database research.

2-D. This choice involves the design and development of a questionnaire for survey
research.

2-E,. This choice invorves a comparative study of three data
and words.

2-F. This choice involves operationalizing an aspect
qualitative data in the form of pictures or words.

types: numbers, pictures,

of research that makes use of
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Part lll

COLLECTING QUALITATIVE DATA

Required

-Kvale, 
q. (1996). Interviews. Thousand oaks, cA: sage. [chapters 5-9]

Miles, M- unq Huberman, A: _(1994) . Qrufuatii, 
-Drlo 

inalysis. Second edition.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. [Chapter 2,3, and 4]

Morse, J. and.Field, P. (L995)._-Quaiitative Researih Methods for Health professioruls.
Second edition. Thousand oaks, cA: sage. [chapter 5] '

Course Reader

Read the articles listed under part Itr.

Recommended

Denzin, N. and_Lincoln, Y. (Editors) (1994). Hardbook of Qruhative Research.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. [Chapters 22-261

Fettermatr, D. (1989). Ettmigraptty^:-'step by step. Newbury park, cA: Sage.
Jorgenseo, D._(1989). Paniclpafu bnseruation: A uafuaibgy ybr uurnan Studies.
_ _Newbury Park, CA: Sage.
['ofland, J- and toflnd L. (1981). Analyzing Social Settings: A Guide to eualitative

Observation aU Ana$sis. Second 6Oition. Belmont, iA: Wadsworrtr puUtishing.
Marshall, C. and Rossman, G. (1995). Designing Qwlitative Research. Second edition.

Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
Mishler, E. (1986). Research Interviewing: Context and Narrative. Cambridge MA:

Harvard University press.
Rubin, H. and !upin,_I. (1995). Qualitative Intenia+ting: The An of Hearing Data.

Thousand 9*., 9ai S.1se. [Notc an atternarive tJ rra" (1996)]
Strauss, A. and Corbin, J. (1990). Basics in Qrulitative iesearch: CiounAea Theory

Procedures ald Tectaiques. Newbury park, cA: Sage.
Yin, R- (19?4). Case Study-Research: Disigns'and tttetfrods. Second edition. Thousand

Oaks: CA: Sage. [Chapters 3-4]

Advanced Reading

None
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Overview
Where the last part of the learning guide provided an orientation and context for your
study of research involving qualitative data, this part of the guide discusses pre,paration
for and collection of qualitative data, regardless of the many choices of research methods
confronting the researcher.

After some gene,ral comments about formulating an inquiry to obtain qualitative data,
specifically ope,rationalizing, sampling, desigmng and planning for research, I stress four
primary avenues researchers have used to Bet- qualitative data, namely research
interviewing, obsenring in the field, and examining documents and artifacts. The efforts of
researchers to construct links-via data types, data collection techniques and
procedures-from their questions to their answers have given rise to a wide assortment
of implicit research strategies to be considered in this part of the learning guide.

At the end of this part, the choices for the assignment engages you in exercising
select research skills of collecting qualitative data.

Formulating Research to Cotbct Q Data
Conceptualizing an inquiry that expects col ualitative data is perhaps
easiest to understand st th conceDtual ions of
research in the bfa I tion s usually
taken as the first seve,ral of a general cycle to lete an
inqurry.

Formulation in terms of a research proposal is usually necessary for one or more of
the following reasons, to: (1) obtain funding, Q) gain access to resources, (3) clear legal
restrictions on the use human beings, (4) provide ethical and environmental justifiication,
(5) estabish accountability for any adverse consequences of the research, (6) justify use
of resources (persons, materials, money, and time), and (7) demonstrate one's
qualifications and readiness to conduct the inquiry (grants, theses, dissertations).

Formulation expressed as a research proposal represents the researcher's best
presentation of a coherent and internally consistent basis for the inqulry. tt brings
together several key constructs about inquiry: the research questions, the rationale,
definitions of key terms and concepts, kinds of data expected, the research design and
plan, techniques and procedures. Some sources particularly informative about proposals
to collect qualitative data are Marshall and Rossman (1995) and the appendices of
Morse and Field (1995).

and
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operationatizing Research for eualitative Data
It is worth noting that a specialized focus on qualitative data does not dismiss the
researcher from defining key constructs and finding clear rules and procedures that can be
communicated to others about what was done to obtain the data. In science, this is what
researchers generally mean by the term operationalization. As quantitative data results
typically from defining constructs in terms of instnrmentation that measures the construct
along a scale, qualitative data requires definition of those procedures which generate it
as well.

As one might expect from discussion in-the previous parts of the learning grioe, tilJ
most common mqlns of operationalizing for qualitative data is to use a category scheme.
Ealh category of the scheme must have clear definition to be meaningfully applied. such
definitions of a word or an image (one category) commonly entail description by means of
other words and/or images, respectively. Its seems a bit circular, which i) rv.'pr,lrrvsry, rLU segms a Drt cfcular, whtch it can bg.
However, the language game of defining words by other words, numbers bv otherby other
numbers, and pictures by other pictures is a possible trap to be avoided when the set of
definitions become a seH-referential conceptrnl system that leads the researcher
nowhere in one ormore of the following directions: (1) getting to answers of the ,.r*r*\
questions, @ advancing the knowledge of the field, (3) deepening one,s personal
understanding of what one is studying, and (4) helping to bring about ameliorative
change' In other words, failing to operationalize finrstrates and defeats one or more of the
most fundamental interests (aims) of doing the research in the first place.

when categori zation is applied before data collection, it is termed a priori categarj
(coding) scheme, and when it is done after data collection it is termed a posteriori
category (coding) scheme- Further, when the categories are those from the researcher,s
review of the literature and theory in the topic area, the term deductive category (coding)
scheme is appropriate, because it is precategorically deduced from the abstract
theoretical subject matter and inferred to be applicable to the more concrete empirical
level of the data to be collected. In contrast, when the categories are taken from or
suggested by the data collected, for example in the case of pilot research and
programmatic research, they form an inductive category (coding) scheme to be applied to
the same data collected and/or to subsequent data to be collected- In short, the
terminology provides useful descriptors for communicating the logic behind the coding
scheme' The kinds of coding schemes comprise a category scheme in itself (Figure 2),
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which may be summanzed and applied to the study of qualitative data.
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rLfrrr tl'4'r4rrL ulaulx ang roglc lor mg classrilcatron i 4 u n u' . )
of category (coding) schemes uied in research ,ifi# ,?T
rqnfc nf +ho mat+i: -^--^^t L- ,tThese four quadrants of the matrix reveal to us the consequen.o" oi a""iri* " \ t'/.,_

researchers make to operationalize their constructs to collect data. The first case. dVuf '
represents a category scheme taken directly fronr a-theory of a discipline or field of study,
for example the defense mechanisms described by Sigmund Freud or the stages of
intellectual development described by Jean Piaget. The second case represents a.
category scheme generated from the data processing of prior research, such as a
checklist for observing and recording overt behaviors, which is based on the labek ft
equivalent to the acts or those the participants themselves seem to apply to aggre gate fi,
and classify their responses. The third case represents a category scheme that the G
researcher imposes on the data after it has been collected, based on theoretical
inferences of the researcher about the data collected, for example an ethnography
organized and written ac@rding to researcher conceived communal locations within the
community, or a psychobiography similarly completed according to the researcher,s
perceptions of the presumed salient periods of the person's life. I-astly, the fourth case
represents a category scheme that the researcher sees and teases out of the data
collected based on the words and labels the participants appear to be using in providing
their data to the researcher.

In the sections to follow, please take special note that whether one prefers research
intenriewing, obsenration, and/or examination of documents and artifacts, the four
descriptor combinations of category (coding) schemes described above apply. Category
schemes are required very often to collect but always to process qualitative data.

:amp,iy z# rka*ru/rlZlond-,K 7
Data typicaly represent but a sample of what could riave been collected" Most research r
methods depend on sampling to apply to people, places, and periods. For examplg
sampling time periods and places in observational research helps to delimit the
boundaries of the research proje$. sampling decisions are critical. who is to be
observed? what is noteworthy of what happens? where does the researcher look to
have the greatest likelihood to observe the phenomenon? what times of the day and in
what places should the researcher be to observe the phenomenon?

p\ ilrt;')
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But sampling also invades decisions about the research design and plan ofan inquiry.
what eligibility criteria are to be selected for the actuar selection of the research
participants, and perhaps as well, the assignment of those persons to specific groupings
in the research design? How often must one interact with a group of participants, a part
of the research design, to estabrish the credibility of their data? Among the several
pmcedures available to collect similar kinds of data, which one is the best one for this
particular inquiry? These decisions and many mme like them illustrate the importance of
sampling.

consequently, sampring is an essqrtial ara of know-how in formurating inquiry and
collecting data. The study of various sampting prans, as they are usualy termed, really
pays off in making decisions early-on in inquiry to give the Eoject a chance to estabrish
its internal and erternal varidity. Many texts divide sampling fhn. in o two categories,
probability and non pobability sampling. Examples of the former are random and
stratified random sampling, and examples of the latter are snowball, purposivg and
accidental sampling. whether one understands the distinction on the basis of probability
theory, it behooves the researcher to unde^tand the informe<I use of each choice of plan
and its applicability to his/her project

Some useful sources to leam about these plans are Babbie (1923), Miler (r9 9l),

ffi i; "* Research ean flg r ;);,, o ", ;, i lr!n|r;;!uj: ̂ r"ttwhere the research desigz informs the researcher'ltut the spatial and conceptual
conflguration of resources (persons, materiars, conditions, interventions, money, and
time) to be used to conduct the research study, the research prmt infotms the researcher . 

^oof the temporal st@s to fotow that consumes the resources of the research studvo .nJu
leading to the collection and processing of the data. For examplg in psycnorristoicatR l- r ,,
research, one must decide the times and places of the study that comprise the history. \ , .X .,
The choice and configuration of times and places provides the psychohistorian with ;d1,fl ,iJ' nb/'
design of the study. The research plan wourd entail the stepby-step procedures ,n"t'r/,^ra\
researcher needs to colect the daa for the psychohistory. The psycholog5r theory tretps 

"&f
to inform the researcher as to the nature of the data needed for interpretative purposes
over the course (history) of the data collec.tion period.

Research design and plan are complementary consructs, and wery research
prcposat is orpected to include them. Howe.rer, many of the methods in psychology and
human science research have not progressed to the point where one has a source to
rerriew design and plan choices best suited to the prroposed inqury. It seems researchers
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still must design and plan seemingly unique configurations tailored to each investigation.
clearly the greatest advances in these areas has been with experimental and
correlational methods (Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Coan, 1961). Several possibilities
are emerglng more recently for case study method (Miles and Huberman Ogga); yin,
1993' 1994)' There ate other methods making progress, such as the psychohistory
example abovq but suffice it note these within the limited explication this guide can
provide.

Given the basic distinction between research design and research plan, there is asyo:+tlear and acce'pted schemes for these constructs in their application to collect
qualitative data" But this should not surprise us, for research designs and plans are more
dependent on the method than on data Epe. The fact that experimental methods, for
example, have been used predominantely to collect and process quantitative data should
not detract researchers from considering these designs and plans for the pu{poses of
collecting and processing qualitative data as well. I would take this position for other
methods and would expect that further advances in methodology will provide researchers
new to a method with more established designs and prlans to assist them with proposing
and conducting their research. . "l 

, 
l. ,or/-

Research tnterviewing {sa f5fit: bl 
i '/{'

one of the most popular data cottecti#techni(; is research inrer'iewing. Its
importance in psychology and human science is so marked that t thought it necessary to
have one of the required texts to accompany this learning guide cover this subject. There
is much that can be said about this form of data collection, and Kvale (1gg5) provides a
fine presentation of many aspects. other helpful resources are Mccracken (lggg), Miller
(1991), Mishler (1986), Morse and Field (1995), and Rubin and Rubin (1995).

Intenriewing is shaped by many considerations, such as the degree of structure
imposed on the question asking and sequencing of questions, the format and content of
the questioning, the theoretical and philosophicat propensities of the intenriewer, the
intopersonal skills of the researcher, and the setting of the interview.

Many assumptions are made about the participant interviewees, such as his/trer
honesty, accuracy, and articulation in responding to questions.

More commonly research intenriewing involves tape recorded sessions with the idea
of transcribing the tapes into written transcripts for data processing. In fad,, the
transcribing is often taken to be the first step of data processing. oftentimes, the
researcher may take auxillary notes, or may be assisted by others taking notes to pick
up aspects of the interview and context that a tape recorder cannot, such as body
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movement and facial expression. Videotaping may help capture a more global scene, but
still frames the visual image and does not replace the many auditory and non auditory
out-of-frame aspects of intenriewing that occur, especially when the data collection
sessions may be ambulatory-often the case in field work involving participant
observation running with informal unstructured (though recorded) interviewing.

Where ethnographers have followed a tradition of adapting the data collection to the
unaltered context as much as possible for the interview, researchers using other
methods, such as phenomenology, hermeneutics, and psychobiography, have followed a
tradition of isolating their interviewees in a room that is relatively quiet and undisturbed
for the intenriew, be it the participant's home or workplacg a quiet corner of an almost
empty cafe, or the researcher's office. However, intenriewing is not always done in-
person of course- The telephone intenriew, mail survey Upe intenriew, email and internet
intenriew provide more recent media, though the context is more remote and less
controllable, these media have broadened researcher accessibility to intenriew more
distant and dispersed populations.

Therefore, there are many kinds of interviewing for research puqposes and many
variations as one takes into account the considerations highlighted above.

Making Observations
A second arql of activity that comprises data collection techniques for obtaining
qualitative data is observational research. observational method tends to come in three
well established forms: naturalistic obsenration, non participant observation, and
participant observation- I like to use a metaphor to convey the essence of these
variations by saying the first involves looking through a telescope or remote device
unknown to those being observed, the second invorves sitting on a park bench watching n),war though those being watched might realize it, and the third invorves active . 4'u
interaction, even diarog and convssation rvith those who are being observed. (,*n-," '

However, two rather neglected and st l nacent forms in the textbook* 
"nd 

,"ror"h( 
-t-rr&/lwv 

' 
4urcr rreErliul.titl ano sull nacent torms rn the textbooks and research 

' l..i-
literature may be termed self-observation and group observation. As potentialitie. ro, 0 fi \
dweloping these forms of obserrration, heuristic research method (Moustakas, 1990) 

"? 
.O/

tends toward the former, and focus group research (Krueger, rggg) tends toward the 
t rp,rht"ti; 

research intenriewing, 
". "r" 

r*** -;Jr.:;; ;;;J;'t'Pj,
it becomes more obvious that obsen/ation is not onry a method in its own right, but arso 

t 
rlp 

-^),r'
a data couection technique that through innovation is incorporated into othef, methods" f q,ilfl'
The fuzziness of this boundary often gives rise to the construction of a methodolo n P"
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consisting of observational method and one or more methods. Ethnography is an
outstanding example of this research practice.

To understand what it means to make an observation is worth some considerabre
attention. That the choice of words "make" and "observation" communicate the act of
the researcher is no accident. our domination of the sense of vision here conveys the
bias of the researcher to witness the phenonemon in person. This confrontation with the
phenomenon leads to a selectivity by the researcher of what has been witnessed. The
researcher chooses numbers, pictures, andlor words to represent what has been
witnessed one must never forget-and it is easy to-that the observation is not the
phenomenon, but a representation of some researcher serected aspects of it. In a
metaphorical vain, the map is not the territory. And further acts of the researcher,
specifically those of data processing, Eprcally distance the researcher further from the
original observation and the reality of the phenomenon.

In this leaming guide the emphasis is on pictures and words. The researcher literally
makes the form to represent that which was witnessed, and this form is termed an
observation. It may be a word a phrasq a paragraph of text, a symbol, configuration of
symbols, drawing, photograph, videotapq and so on. observations are often used
synonymously with data, though the former more properly refers to the researcher,s acls
of making, and the latter to what the researcher does with these makings to process
them into various aggregations, themes, displays, summaries, synopses, and the like.

In closing this sec'tion, I should mention that the construct -observation, has been
generalized to all forms of research in psychorogy and human science. There is no
restriction to my knowredge in the use of the terms observation and datum to one method
and not to others. In other words, observation and datum are foundational constructs in
research methodology.

Some helpfrrl references on making observations and doing field work are Fetterman
(1989), Jorgensen (1989), tofland and tofland ([8a), Muse and Field (1995),
Schatzman and Strauss (1973), and Whyte (1984). flqa,N, tJd ; l4_,

Lo,oie,i*-* J{**tJ
Archives, Artifacts, Documents,andTexts,4pl' >/ cuJ.-,o ?r/oc p,b
This area is as rich witrr resources of quaritatve data as interviewing and "o!#irt{fur,aHere researchers look for and collect objects thought reler,ant to their research
questions. uke participant observation and research intendewing, interactions with
persons are usually necessary to obtain these sources, but they do not directry come
from talking to and watching peopre in the here and now, so to speak. There is one
exception---{ext-for which I have some @mments at the end of this section.

2
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Archival research is a recognized and central part of many fields of study, such aI
anthropology, archeology, criminology, ethnography, and phitology. In a real sense,
accessing and using a library of the published subject matter of a field of knowledgg an
important part of every research investigation, demonstrates that archival research is a
component of every research method. An archeological site can be conceptu alizefi, as an
archive' so can the patient, citi zen) pupil, and inmate records in the dozens of filing
cabinets of a hqspital, government agency, school, and penal institution, respectively.
And so can the collected works and artifacts in the home of a deseased pablo picasso,
Sigmund Freud, and Eugene O'NeiI.

Although archives are often defined in terms of written documents, photos, and
affiliated memorabilia, there may be of course many kinds of artifacts in them. However,
the notion of artifact is not confined to an archive. For example, one of the specialty areas
of research skill, often humorous to the unspecialized, is garbology. Social scientists,
especially anthropologists and archeologists, have become very adept at field work going
through human discards, trash, and sediment layers discovering much about their former
owners as a result' In other words, many cultural products , att, and constructions of all
kinds pertinent to a person, neighborh@d, communiry, and society provide an important
source of qualitative data for research in psychology and human science.

Furthermore, documents also are not confined to those found only in an archive.
Typically documentation about the person or persons studied, or as often the
organizational or sociocultural context of the study becomes a @ source of
information to situate the research project in its proper context and help the researcher
better sasp the delimitations of the project in regard to its currency and generalizability.
Both case study method and evaluation research, for examplq ^*{rrtigou* use of
documentation as one source of data. Specifically, a resqrrcher doing'a case study of a
business undergoing a major employee reduction (downsizing) may consider t, ,*ionrn,
to pour through the internal memoranda, company forms and progress reports leading up
to and into the "crisis." As a second specific examplg the prograrn evaluator for a
formative type research evaluation may examine carefully all written material presenting
the program to its clients as well as program forms, descriptions, and related texts
pertinent to approving, starting up, and implementing the program.

The salient concerns of archival and artifact researchers involve access, quality of
r@ords, and category schemes to fin4 retrievq organize, and present information. Some
sources for further study are Marshall and Rossman (1995) and Webb et at (l9gl).

dPl
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The notion of *text" in research has a col history. One tends to associate text
with the word. Writing in various forms . It is the written n ves that
researchers use as data in their
transcribed into a written text. Even

monly, the research

To wet one's a

What constitutes

lew $
as wit sed by the observer up as

field notes. But more formerly text ybei ified especially wi ics, that
is, the interpretation of text, di to biblical s, then medieval
translations from one to another and finally to s/of content
discernably woven into t. Recent llosophical infl ces, such those of
Foucault, are evident, and broader noti of text is ding its ten es through
psychology and the hum/n sciences. For I the notion o text is being

time and the
applied ro not only ttre y6i flow of but also thezflow of events

ections that ise the fabric it u society cov ng a locality
Although this li of the con from the confrnes of the two ensional
seem to require t importation of metaphorsy'hese metaphors very hel to
researchers in ing, collecting, ing, /nd presenring quali ive data. ence,
the contents the archives, arti of all kinds ge to the
texts of researchers' projects, s of ethnogaphy, , and

potential data to the researcher. impact of s realities as the Internet is having a
profound effect on research dpry"hology and uman science. Though all said and
referenced earlier about sa g applies, th data pool has gone global in many
respects. What these advances will d for changing the practices of data
collection and various h methods, w are presently wi to and will likely

consequences here.

participate in over the g decades.

I can offer but of the many
archive is changin Rather finding an established and

circumscribed to which the an answer to his/trer research
question, more expectantly to the course mosl,{cientific inquiries, the researcher can
pose the question and subsequently define
the global informatique. This is more and

database as a subsystem (subarchive) of
more possible because the storage of events
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and communications are more widespread, secure, and available as the *stored present,
on its way to the cumulative record of humanity in terms of numbe,rs, words, and pictures.
while our recollecting of the events of today may fade day by &y, the stored
communications become additions to our growing worldwide archive. The importance of
this phenomenon cannot be overstated. As the technology continues to improvg the
researcher has increasing power to ensure the accuracy of the data, thicken and integrate
the database, and efficiently upgrade and update the database, ?ll to address more
precisely, comprehesively, and validly the questions posed.

Research Strategy
A strategy consists of a series of
another, defeat an adversary,

ln the province of resear ch, fresearch egy may be equldlent to p meftod, E design,
a plan, a style, or some ion of t that the to collect the data.
Proven strategies foy'resarch often {end to be fi gh articulation by
textbook authors y{ weil as researchefs, who tend il tuo"t of them as
strategies, other/ as research designs,f still others,/s research and
research met{ds, gusrtnteeing thereb{, to con and drive a li{le crazy tneiy'readers,
students, anl colleagues as a result. erfr€less, it usually fa the

research intenriewing, the design of an interview protocol is highly recommended. The
protocol is a general guide or aid for the intenriewer to be sure all areas of the intenriew
and general sense of the sequencing of questioning will occur for each person
intenriewed' The exact conduct of the intenriew, sequence of the questions, and probing
for specifics may vary from intenriew to intenriew, but the strategy is to use the protocol
to cover the territory, so to speak, and transport the dialog from start to finish-to get
beyond the introductions, into the meat of it, and eventually to closure. In making
observations in the field, the strategy may inform the researcher where to be for
predetermined periods to cover the territory, and advise the researcher of those
circumstances to initiate contact and conversation with persons and those that one does
not' In archival research and use of databases, a research strategy may suggest a
heuristic to explore the data base for qualitative data pertinent to the research question,
and it may inform the researcher regarding the most efficient actions to access and
retrieve relevant information. Finafly, there is the strategy, to ensge adequate coverage

[o, intended ro ger tom one location ,3 I
e a collective ettoFr{\omplish some task. ( -

dwelop sytne form of strategy in advanM coflect qualitatiu. o]qrlncientlv and /
accuratef as possible. ( j , I I ^ r,tiJct )s,e/ ;il *_/o/,'g,l,, ,F,
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and depth in the data, that consists of two phases: first survey the population with a
questionnaire, and second interview by telephone and./or face-to-face interviews a
subsample of those surveyed to obtain an in-depth and more personable examination to
address the research questions of the study. This last st.tegy is popular with the
doctoral dissertation in psychology and human science.

In other words, research strategies are key conceptual representations for action that
researchers apply to streamline data collection procedures and techniques to up as much
as possible the quantity and quality of their data.

Summary
This pat of the learning guide has focused mostry on collecting qualitative data. There
are a multitude of methods which make use of known data collection techniques and
procedures to obtain qualitative daa. Research interviewing, observation, and
examination of documents and artifacts are outstanding means to do so in psychology
and human sciencq The exact fashion in which the researcher uses one or more of these
data collection techniques and procedures helps define the character of the particular
research method or methodology constructed by the researcher, ie., constant comparative
method, case study, psychohistory, psychobiography, phenomenology, ethnogra.phy, and
so on. Everpresent in the researcher's mind is the formuliation and execution of
strategies to obtain productive qualitative data which jlirectly addresses rhe resarch -)! b

^""*:l oo* "+h';{t;t.*fuUiui'oi,f,,fo'
The choices of the assignment are abbut colrecting quaritative data. They arso bring into
the foreground some important skills one must exercise to collect qualitative data. The
descriptions here are intentionally brief, therefore ptease be sure to read carefully the f,rll
descriptions located in Appendix A.

Select ONE alternative only from among the choices below.
3-A. This choice involves conducting the research interview.
1'8. This choice involles observing and making obsenations.
3{. This choice in(v} search and retrieval of information; it requires technology of

access to databases-

3-D. This choice involves collecting artifacts. .r

3-E other forms of collecting qualitative data may be proposed to the instructor for
hiMrer approval. consurt details in Appendix A and present yo,, proposar to the
instructor.
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Part lV

PROCESSING QUALITATIVE DATA

Required

Kvale, s' (1996). Interviews. Thousand oaks, 
.gA,. 5agg. [chapters 10 and 11]Miles' M' and Huberman, a-- -(ieea. Qwtuatrii'ooto Analysis. second edition.Thousand_ Qaks, cA: sage. tcirapt#' +31 uwou r*rutt)/tt;

Morse' J' and Field, P' (199-5)r'Q,*fitotive ilesearch Methads for Healrh professiorwls.
second edition. Thousand o;ks; cAi sai". Lr,ror#uj

Course Reader

Read the articles listed under part IV.

Recommended

Denzin' N' and Lincoln, v. (Ed!q{s) (1994). Handbook af ewlrtative Research.Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. tcftibru it-Zgl----'- '
Fetterma& D. (19g9). zthnigrarnyl'siij b! irrp.Newbtlry park, cA: Sage.rorgenser, D' (1989i. Pania;pait oitrfioion, e uimaology for Human studies.] _Neybury 

parh CA: Sage.
lofland' J' and I'nPl, r.. [rery) . Arwlyzinn social settings: A Guide to ewlitativeobservation and arwtvix. Second 6aition. gei*ddt"er w.or*onl pubrishing.Mishler, E' (1986). Reseirch i";;*i;;;t contort-ina Narrative. cambridge, MA:Harvard University press.
Rubin' H' and lulin, i. ltees). Qualitative Interttielving: lTu An of Hearing Data.Thousand oaks, cAi sage. ftyote: u, uttrnative iJ Kvale (1996)]strauss, A' and corbin, l. rr'-ggo) . n^iii- n e*trroitii irrearih, Giounded TheoryProcedure s and Tr:4,q\n.h*ty pfrt, 

- 

be," r'd;.Yin' R' (1994)'lase s-W'neiggriit oitis^ and *tailias. Second edition. ThousandOaks: CA: Sage. tChipter 5J ---(

Advanced Reading

None
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Overview
Where the last part of the learning guide
study of data collecting, this part of the
data.

After some general

stressed, namely analysis,

come up repeatedly across

notion of research strategy

discussed an orientation and context for your
guide discusses the processing of quaritative

comments about data processing, several emphases are
synthesis, dialectices, convergence and triangulation, which
many research methods using qualitative data. Again the
is evoked and applied, for it is just as important to data

processin as data collection discussed previousl

The choices of assignment at the end of this part of the learning guide involve yo,r;
exercising select research skills of processing qualitative data.

Data Processing
There are a number of ope,rations open to the researcher to work wth the data once it isr^--.*-
collected' The gene'ral phrase "data processing" is meant to convey any one or morevhftD
procedures and techniques that fall in the research cycle between data collection and
interpretation' some general terms that convey such procedures and techniques are;
abstraction, aggregation, analysis, clustering, compilation, convergencq cross-tabulation,
explication, extraction, ordering, reduction, sorting, synthesis, and triangulation.
Although I shall not take the text space to describe each one of these terms, with the
exception of the sections to follow, it is important to be on the look out for these and
other such terms which communicate the procedural acts that researchers conduct with,
to, and on their data. In all cases, the basic idea here is to work with the data in
meaningful ways, such that they become more interpretable. However, processing must
be done carefully without certain altercations of the data thereby falling prey to
pseudoscientific tendencies, such as selectivity, prejudical preferencq and falsification of
evidence that of course jeopardizes subsequent interpretation, not to mention tt , uutiaty
of the inquiry' Miles and Huberman (Lgg4) has been selected to accompany this tearning
guide especially because of its emphasis on data processing. other publications on data
processing for qualitative data in psychology and human science are coffey and Atkinson
(1996), Denzin (1989), Strauss (r9gr), and strauss and corbin (1990).

Be it qualitative or quantitative data types, data processing today makes heavy useof terhnology to reduce the researcher's vulnerabilities and speed data processing.
obviously, we implicate and depend more than ever on computer software to shape,

ulating an inquiry to ualitative Iizing, sampling,
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manipulatg organize, sort, and display the numbers, pictures, and words of research.
Miles and Huberman (1996) cover more recent advances in the use of computer assisted
data processing in research- other refsences noteworthy of attention are Fielding and
Lee (1991), Kelle (1995), Tesch (1990), and Weitzmanand Miles (1995).

Andysis
To break a whole into parts is what we mean by analysis. Next to description, which is
often an analytic activity, this is much of what scientists do. In fact, the term science
stems from the sandskrit root sci, meaning to-cut, purposively related to the association
between science and analysis. over the decades researchers have become experts at
analysis' Therefore, it should not be surprising to discover the pernasive presence of
analysis in almost all forms of inquiry, Ell research methods in psychology and human
science.

Take notice of the forms in which analysis shows itself in the research methods
studied' To illushate, the survey researcher designs the whole survey comprised of
different items presumably relevant to hisarer research questions. Many of the survey
items are further broken down into qualitative alternatives, such as ethnicity, gender,
geographical region, and other multiple choice type responses. The data is processed
according to these choices, and often sorted accordingly. specifically, the researcher may
be interested in the cross-tabulation between gender and symptomatology in a study of
gender differences and a particular psychodiagnostic disorder. The data processing, in
other words, takes the researcher into finer and finer levels of analysis of the survey
data.

To take another Upe of illustration, phenomenological data processing, often termedthe data reduction, requires the research to make numerous cuts in the text to
distinguish one meaning unit from another. Redundant aspects are dismissed. This kind
of preparation of the text for subsequent processing may be considered a form of analytic
activity, requiring some application of skill, termed imaginative variation, that is clearly
different kind of analysis than that illustrated above with survey research.

To show the diversity and pervasiveness of analysis as a basic skill arain research,I make reference to a third form of analysis pertinent to such methods as participant
obsenration, participatory action research and ethnography, where the researcher enters
the field and becomes immersed in data collecting and processing at the same time. For
many researchers of this inclination, the separation of collection and processing is largely
artificial' In such cases, the researcher comes to know the field of hiytrer emersion. This
knowing involves creating a conceptualization of the territory, a cognitive map if you will,
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which consists of many landmarks, individual characters, and happenings. This act oftopographical preation is anelvfin qa rnrrnh a- ii :- L-r! .

lon.tt 
analytic as much urI is horistic. processing the parts of the

:":::i,Hn' redlinq asain and agaif*,,r"-o ".n;;;;;ffi:I:progressively more , detailed observat iofr and kield no

::a**;,;j,;i;;J::Tffi #',t:::ffi,ffiI j:.9 j:,T:
data. It is manditory and must u*/^r,uuituui,h ";;ru;;;;il';;;'rffiil:when one does T"rr\, ,"urr/on,, *rr*r;U/;;;;,;I#ffi;,
::T:':lI .:,totion\*oilr*dy to orgunir", int."pr.r, and report whar one hasITASpund' Reading the works of anthropologists, so-ciologr.",-.*'-"*rlr*ohers can bepartcularly revealing on this account. See for examples whyte (1gg1, 1gg4) and Golden(1976), and Goldstein and Goldstein (1976). 

^Associated with archival research to some 
"*r"@is the examination of documentsand related material that was collected by otherr, typ[aly before the research undenvaywas even formulated' Examination of such material is often termed secondary Analysis.

Synthesis
The complementary process of analysis is synthesis. Howwer, in the childhood rhymeabout humpty dumpty falling off the wall into pieces (analysis), the reassembly of theparts back into the whets u'ua,y does not recrq,,e the phenomenon studied. Synthesisinvolves an integration of findings that is largely dependant on the skill of the researcher.In psychology and humar
Syntheses or the same # ff1".i:'HJilllllllllllll]?;'";ffi*";: X"trIT.Nevertheless, the hope is that each version has some ganerar commonality and eachversion makes an impo ant contribution to the subjec matter and theory in psycholoryand human science" ur P'rr/,u!

The rules and procedures to assist the researcher with synthesizing u"tiuity ffiqualitative data typicauy make liberar use of catsgsry (coding) schemes. 
""*o"r* L, ^-

software can take advantasl 
1f 

various algorith.. rl r-"", qualitative data, such as lgN'- .the ddection of repetirion of key descriptors in ttre text designated by the researchl.lf'- ,,*
:ffitrff ",1#;1ffi l'"tr.1ro;:ilxm*lln;trr:,::r#\(,:_ffit
taking in scanned data and intojecting codings (tagg that are criticar to suuseeuent 

;
processing' Furtherrnore' initial stages or p.o"o.ilg can efficientty move to nvg,./integrated stages, whereby graphs, charts, pictures, LO o,t o kinds of displays caneffectively synthesize findings. The rapid search and find subroutines now save thecurrent generation of researchers countless hours to the chagrin of the older generation
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who remembers hole punch machines and card sorters. However, the researcher stillmust spend countless hours preparing the text for computer processing, but I suspecteven those days are numbered as the technology becomes ever more useful for real timedata' collection and processing.

when the researcher can articulate, even refer to a category scheme publicallyavailable' it is usually easier for others to grasp the data synthesis, that is, to follow theresearcher's progressive integration of the data from digestable pieces to densesummaries of the results' Implicit use of category schemes to synthesis data is one ofthe continual problems plaguing researchen who must find ways to communicate toothers how they came up with the categories of the synthesis, specifically the themes,clusters, trends, and the like from the data.

Didectics fit)l {hu fnotttv 0 u t'/,r$ ;l /t0' ?
The word of course has many associated meanings, but r #(?:,'#*out onry onepertinent to certain forms of data processing. During the data p*.".ring phase of aninqu'ty' it is important for the researcher to engage consciously in a back and forthbetween the data as a whole and its various parts which are preoccupying theresearcher's attention' Despite the identification of this back and forth from the whole tothe parts and back to the wholg again and again with the herrneneutic circle ofhermenutical methods, it is an important to see that a dialectic is relevant to mostresearch methods during the data processing phase of the inquiry.

In constant comparative method leading to grounded theory, one experiences a formof this whole-to-part-to-whole dialectic as the grounded theory emerges in theaccumulation of data from one participant processed interview to the next. Theethnographer frequently engages in struggling to sasp larger wholes of the culture inwhich s/tre is emersed between intense sessions of inte,raction with participants.Psychohistorians move back and forth between the grander considerations of thecollective masses of humanity and their focal preoccupations with select individuals orsmall groups that epitomize these movements. In generar, researchers are encouraged todive into the data taking it to the next step of processing and intermittently step backfrom the data to view it as a whole. The conscious application of a dialectic serves as acheck and self-correcting procedure to ensure that no relevant evidence is missed, andthat the internal validity of the inqu*y is maintained, that is, that each step of processingremains meaningful and germane to movement toward an answer to the researchquestion.
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Though the case is favored here for dialectics in the processing of qualitative data, I
should add in closing this section that the general research cycle involves dialectics too
(Collen, 1996). The back and forth may appear between the research questions and the
published literature of the subject area as the researcher gradually funnels down the
questions into researchable forms. The back and forth typically appears in the writing of
the research report between a sense of the whole and select portions of the emerging
manuscript- But each time through a successful and fruitful inqury of a particular
phenomenon, from formulation through reporting, the researcher's pre-understanding has
been deepened, broadened, even radically revised. Consequently through inqupy the
researcher in this sense is no longer the same person. Such a distinguishing feature
apparently associated with most forms of hermeneutics in fact penrades to some degree
most forms of disciplined inqulry in psychology and hlpan science, if one cares to
scrutinize and experience first-hand the execution of u t@research method.

Convergence and T riangutation
The last emphasis to data processing to be described briefly in this part of the learning
guide is intended to indicate yet another way researchers process their data. Unlike the
activities of analysis, synthesis, and dialectics, triangulation entails tying at least three
datum points, sources of evidence, observations, and the like together to form an anchor
in what typically feels like an ocean of text. These anchors bring a kind of stability to the
prccess. To follow this metaphor a bit farther, with a number of anchors in placg the
researcher can eventually construct a kind of fishnet like web of ropes through the ocean,
which will become invaluable to organize and display the findings as the web connects to
the research questions, those ships floating on the surface.

Taken from the surveyor finding topographical fixes to chart out segments of land and
the celestial navigator making a watery fix with tbq aid of the astrolabe, the act of
triangu1ationisaformofconve'gen@tofavortheconvergenceofat
leastthreedifferentdatacollectionMh:sobseFration,jnferyi-e.w-s,and
documents, which contain corroborating information@-iles and Huberman (lgryneem
to favor the use of matrices, tree structures, clusteri-rft-m"a-analytie ;" afid retateO data
processing techniques to discover these points of convergence. tncidently, the cross-
tabulation type matrices of meta-analysis (Glass et al., 1981; Rosenthal, l99l),-as well
as the multi-method multi-trait matrix developed by Campbell and Fiske (1959) for
correlational method are also applicable for processing qualitative data to look for points
of convergence' Finally, doing integrative reviews of the literature, for example Cooper
(1989), we see similar underlying concepts applied for synthesis and convergence.

t**')"
rui;,w7
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/\_ r (r,{,ir/Research Strategy ilJ i So r.a; L,t ra 
tffiff '#;:1,"o**o.lIoi",:;"#;;l;,*,rt",#*kyh,y

or configuration of intended actions to accomplish som 
" 

t^/k, in terms of this part of the
guide, it boils down to a series of maneuvers inten ded to/process the data efficiently and
effectively toward answering the research question(s

There are many examples of such strategies tt/ut researcherr have discovered to
process the data obtained from interviewing, ob$ruing, and collecting artifacts and
documents. Given the data is qualitative in naturf it is common to employ a category
scheme' Hence, the strategy is often to ger-a r"t' *t scheme and sift the data through
it' This is more deductive and a priori, as oescr/6ed in the previous part of this learning
BuruE rvruun or survey reseilrcn ancl obsenratrofal method may be of this fype. In general,
the more traditional forms of content analysiy'uso tend to be of this kind found in social,

guide. Much of survey research and observati

strategy. In within-case ana

media, and politicat science research.

Alternatively, it may be the intention gf ttre researcher to use a formal set of rules to
process the data thereby creating a calrc{ory scheme as the major finding of the inquiry.
This strategy is more inductive and / no.t".iori. This strategy is more often seen in
forms of phenomenological method {na n"rmeneutics as well as constant comparative
method leading to grounded theoA.fiore recent innovations in content analysis favorthe
use of emergent categories inhere{, i" the data, which also speaks to this kind of data
processlng.

Further still are the contri ons of authors like Miles and Huberman (1994) who
recommend the advantages of ithin-case and cross-ffise analysis as a strategy, and
Yin (1993, 1994) who has s sed the triangulation of multipre data sources as a

an in-depth presentation of each case is presented
separately to give the the modal and unique findings of the case. This is
followed by comparisions cases to bring out commonalities of the samplq its
diversity, and delimitati relative to any particular individual and what is known about

the sample was drawn. In triangulation, intersections are
the population from whi

attempted from the vergence of data obtained from interviews, documents, and
observations for le that establish stable findings.

Even though not ified with any particular researchff, I wish to note two other
examples of strat in processing qualitative data. Many researchers consider the
combination of sis of the content followed by its synthesis as an effective strategic
preparation for i ion. The data is broken down into managable parts. Those
parts relevant td the research questions asked draw the researcher's attention. Those

sis,

bot

)ss

parts are then ed into a larger unit, often refered to as a category, themq trend,
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and the like, which in turn is synthesized with other aggregates into even larger
aggregations, and eventually a wholistic description of the phenomenon.. Each major
stage of the analysis and synthesis is presented for the reader's inspection. There may
be a final synthesis back to a whole, or the researcher may prefer to leave that wholistic
description as part of his/trer interpretation and discussion of the findings.

The second and last example I wish to mention may be more akin to the process of
setting up and detailing a story board. The researcher has to find and sequence a series
of fiames'. a special kind of categorization of the data, so to speak, which will be later
interpreted and reported. The data are organizetFaccording to the *story, to be told and
the narrative account of the data to be written. The processing of the data in this instance
involves the selecting, organizing, and displaying the findings to be conveyed. There are
no formal rules of analysis and synthesis necessarily applied, but it is more the task of
inclusion and exclusion, and the selection of representative and exemplary aspects of the
phenomenon that will require a weaving together to address adequately and thoroughly
the research question(s) posed.

Summary
This part of the learning guide centers on processing qualitative data. There are as

many ways to process qualitative data as to collect it. The data from research
interviewing, observation, and gathering of documents and artifacts typically endear the
researcher to various category (coding) schemes to analyze, synthesize, organize, and
display. Researchers partial to each research method have favored certain ways to
process their data, thus various categorizations strategies have become prominent.
Regardless of the preferencq the chosen strategy is to place the researcher in the
position to be able to interpret and report, the topics of the next part of this learning
guide.

Assignments 4

The choices of the assignment are about processing qualitative data. These choices also
emphasize those research skills that one must exercise to process qualitative data. The
descriptions here are intentionally brief, therefore please be sure to read carefully the full
descriptions located in Appendix A.

select oNE alternative only from among those to follow in
assignment. Important: be sure to indicate which alternative you
you send your assignment to the instructor.

order to complete this

are completing when
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4-A. This choice involves processing qualitative data obtained from research
interviewing.

4-B. This choice involves obsenrational research. It concerns the processing of
observations made in the field.

rc'. This assignment requires processing text as data obtained from archival and
database research.

4-D. This choice consists of processing the qualitative data of artifacts.
+8. Other forms of processing qualitative data may be proposed to the instructor. All

such Proposals should follow the same guiCelines to obtain the data as conveyed in the
previous choices of this assignment.

{tqy,/rr,' r)o n {ousuPJ*h.ffi**b/
l'b r , , ,' ,A L

' g,Jd Vh t"t ''d 
uorrr/,ia Nn,r rt;

Irt-t',A*;'
o')oo'u4nJ''rJ

/!Jb '/L

' Qb(y'-' ' I'r* 
Lart.JP"'! Lo^tl Yh,t /r ,'

z-J?u- '.ss) qlrr.,o*/ ,rJt ,1*
'7rno7o* tA-A '3{e .o/6.4 /

,o,oro plc/f t",/ *-ffi lb
7p "/r,, -6* z'o u' 1fu''tr J
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Part V

INTERPRETING AND REPORTING
QUALITATIVE DATA

Required

Kvale, S. (1996)- Interviews. Thousand oaks, ,gei sagg. [chapters 12-15JMiles' M' and Huberman, e. 
-rigga) 

. ewutaiiii'ooto Annlysis. Second edition.Thousand Oaks, CA: Sig_e. tlirapteis t0 and l2lMorse' J' and.Field, P. dsii.^-gifiidrt Researih Methods for Heahh professionnls.second edition. Thousanobtr, aA; s.F. ieh6* tt
Course Reader

Read the articles listed under part V.

Recommended

Denzin' N' and rincoln, v, (Edilors) (1994). Handbook of etnlitarive Research.Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. tcdpter, :O_g+lFetterman, D. (19s9). utu;graonry's;;i by ste) Newb,ry park, CA: Sage.Jorgensen, D'-(igagi- participai, iiutifi"tion: e uamaobgy for Hwrwn studies._ _Newbury park, CA: Saee.
Lofland' J' and Iofl?n9, r, ilea^+l - Annlyzina social smin_gs: A Guide to ewlitativeobseruation and A*tyrx. Second 6jiiio-r. neimonCie, wrd;;;; pubtishing.Rubin' H' and Rubin, I. (l99s) - o*iit;tiri tn iiiilii-ii l* An of Hearing Data.Thousand oaks, cAi Sage. [Note: un .tt."rrative tJ Kvale (1996)]strauss, A' and coibin, l. ribgo). n^iii n awiitaiii irrrorih, ciiwaea TheoryProcedures and Techniques. Newb*ry- pfrt, 6a,'s;;.Yin' R' (1994)'case studv-i;;r;;;il6itis^ and aifrias. Second edition. ThousandOaks: CA: Sage. tchiptr it 

uvu.'

Advanced Reading

coffey' A' and Atkinso4 P' (1996). Making serue of ewlitative Data. Thousand oaks,CA: Sage.
Silvermatr' D' (1993)' Interpretins Qwlitative Data: Methods forAana$sing Talk, Tenand Int era ction. Ttrousand dd -Ca,Tug".

wolcott, H' (l?gq.Jransfirmlns o*iiiiri Data: Description, Anatysis, andInt e rp retafion. Thousano oafsiia i5usr.
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Overvlew
This part ofthe learning guide deals with what the researcher does once the findings of
the investigation are evident and clearly linked to the research questions. The challenge
of interpreting and communicating to others what the findings mean constitutes the
rernaining phases of the research project. In the sections to follow, I take up briefly some
aspects and issues of interpretation and suggest some of the oflions availabre to
researchers for reporting their investigations. The assigrments described at the end of
this part of the learning gurde are to involv-e you in exercising research skills of
interpreing and reporting the findings Aom qualitative data.

p4a;a
lnference, Stgnificance, and lnt€rpretation ot Oualitatlve Data Xiscus l -, A
Whereinfererrceinvolvesreasoningclosureofaconceptualgapbetwecn*n^,H^ffi,".h
what presumably could be, bewean the presumed and the rear, the o,ttq ors,4/y'/ L,

interpretation involves the attribution of meaning to what is. Inference also requires 
^ 

?,SLr'4,
copitive leap, so to speak, in the application of logic to connect point A in thought with 6ao 12o1.
point B. Interpretation is about going under the surfuce of what is in order to understand / t

more deeply what it means. significance brings to these considerations more emphasis
on the judged importance of what is inferred and interpreted. Although statisticar
sigtificance has been undoubtedly overemphasized in psychology and related disciplines,
there are other forms of sigrificance pertinent to research tltat researchers do consider in
interpreting and reporting their inquiries, specifically: clinical, practical, thoretical, and
empirical significanca Given the centrality of these @nstructs in research, it may be
usefirl for the sake of clarity to Eovide the folowing definitions from urdang (1969):

ffiHJ,1Hffi fr"tmcffi ff"fl #ffi ffi roffi fiHuTft """.taGlgtion 6f thg m€aning of someihing.
SIGNIFICANCE the iryortance irxport, 6raolng, * cor""qoe*" sf 56ssrhiig.

In psychology allied discipli gne learns early about inference, specifically
statistical infere nce{ asawayt ine whether a resu quantitative data
processing yields a difference 6r a itude that is de of
randomness. The istics of as the Fis t and
Pearson r that stem mthe q itative data
termed inferential Further, there termed i ive statistics,
such as omega sq nd r squared, to help make
interpretative statemeni6 about a significant statistic. As we

he null set and

ratios, and the

processing, are

procedures are popular in the social sciences. aid researchers to make inferences
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whether

cally ined in form o
the statisti Null hesis

tested by
statistical Al ive hypothesis.

the has

the can ces

ve ing? It doubtful.

ers tend to
on the hand

also er you to more
mg about strategi types of

tends to pport refute

analogue or means

interpretatigds of fin gs

But what a

hand. I
of the I

these

a Most researchers working with qualitative data either

definitions of these constructs from the point of view of mainstream science.
In the first situation, for example, a quality of humanness or human experience may

be cast in the form of a 5 point rating scalg requiring judgments from the participants as
follows:

,

Absent Detectabte prdsent Fieiei,t
Scaling qualities into quantitative dimensions follow a well established path regarding
operationalization of constructs, construction and application of instruments for data
collection, data processing, inference, and interpretation.

In the second situation, for example, a quality of the text (conceptualized liberally) is
described in terms of other words or pictures that accent the qualrty in more specific
or associated tenns. and thesaurus ar ding sources to
point; note the three itions. How
specifics and

raw data on

es from t and publf literat

this

the

the

sections in
other

parts

(coding) for s are relevant to discussion and study of

The study, organization, and display of the specifics and associates affiliated with a
quality of human being, humanness, and human experience allow researchers to make
inferential and interpretive statements regarding the nature of the quality, its properties,
its similarities and differences from other qualities, its boundary characteristics, and that
which distinguishes it from its context.

The matter and problem of the definition of terms represent ongoing issues hotty
debated among researchers, which we take up in the next part of this learning guide. But
sufEce it to state here that constructs like interpretation, inferencg significance, validity,
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gedibility' confidance, reliability, scientific mefhod, and replicability are outstanding
examples. usually researchers must fall back on a consensus building process in science
to find enough agrcement regarding the definition of a key construct to advatrce the
subject area. Interpretation as a basic and essential research skill may be more
meaningfully defiaed in tenns of exprication for hermeneuticians, where the same
construct may be more meaningfirlly defined for experimentalists perhaps as bringing
meaning and subsequent elaboration to inference" This example reptresents a
paradigmatic difference beween researchers and preniews the next pafi of the learning / -,guide. htJ/.

*n *r" 
""0 
*ril:f'if, '$n, i i -r" the traditional vain, theory is thought to 1." a& intcErEmirif6a pnopositiofi, 5e1" /1,facts, pmposftiof,-s, r= /9_

concepts' principles' tested hypotheses and questions answered, and sup,porting 
o!,,o

ernpirical erddence that accounts for a delimited set of phenomena and accompany ag ,X5oL 
,

Errprrsar Evroe[ce ulat acoounts tor a delimited set of phenomena and accompanyng \JgL ,
processes. Every field of study and discipline establishes its knowledge and theory base. V
Qualitative data contributes the bulk of the substance to this endeavor in psycholory and
the human sciencrs, for much of the base consists of the description of what we know
and can explain of human phenomana.

Researchers using many mehods introduced in the overrriew of Methods leaming
guide and your continued study of methods in related guides to follow it, such as this one,
follow the traditions of basic science. occasionally, there are innovations which attempt
to provide alternative ways to theory constructioo and revision. one such example is the
contribution of Glaser and strauss (1967) afi subsequent publications (corbin and
strauss' 1990; Glaser 1928, 1990; Strauss and corbin, 1990; strauss, l9g7) that anchor
theory to within erren one inquiry and present more of a "grassroots" approach to theory
building hstead of the hypothetico-deductive approach porpurar in mainstream science
Grounded theory, as it is referred to, involves the empirical discovery of a category
scheme which can acount fo the human phenomenon studied- The @nst:mt comparative
method used hdps the researcher to decide upon the best labels, code and connections
among nodes of the scherne to construct a whole termed the grounded theory. The
description of the theory becomes much of the task of reporting these finding*

Another altemative to theory building relative to mainstream science is
phanomenology. As a philosophical orientation and perspective toward doing
psychological and human science research, it drives the researcher towards discovery
and articulation of the essential qualities of the phenomenon studie4 which are taken to
be rudimentary in human onsciousness. Descriptions of the essences of consciousness,
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situated structures, and synthesized holistic descriptions of the phenomena are basic
contrbutions of the researcher to the knowledge base of the study of human
consciousness, and they set the stage for theory construction integrating a number of
such contributions- see for example Benner (lgg4), Edie (1965), Giorgi (Lg41),and the
Duquesne university volumes edited by Giorgi et al. (lg7l, lgls,and 1g7g).

In mainstream sciencq what one can glean from all the research activity is thatqualitative data and observations, as they are taken to represent that which is studied,
is transformed to a higher status one might call information, and once information is
processed and properly interpreted, it may- gain a higher status still in the minds of
researchers called knowledge. It is some of this knowledge that is integrated still further
to become the substance of theory in psychology and human science. The process begins
with the collection of data and making observations, acts of the researcher, alluded to
and partially described in previous parts of this learning guide.

I think some mention of the scientific enterprise is very important, because the views
about what constitutes truth have changed dramatically since the enlightment and the
rise of science' I:ter in this century alone, there is greater acceptance of the transitory
nature of truth' contempomry debates and concerns focus less on antequated notions of
absolute truth than on the ferocity and turbulence in all forms of science which is a never
ending process of discovering, producing, creating, and revising knowlege. There is a
dynamic process under foot along the following sequential path: .Jata, information,
knowledge, theory' These latter constructs are the current preoccupations of theorists.

Thereforg keep in mind the theoretical backdrop and enterprise in progress while
learning about the various research methods that make heavy use of qualitative data.

From Reporting to Discussion and Argumentation
Reporting a finding as a finding is one research skill exercised in writing the Results
section of every research report. Interpreting the finding is another research skill
typically exercised in writing the Discussion section of every research rryort. This
common practice has many exceptions of course across the human sciences, but it seems
sufficiently pervasive and instructive to make this general statement. Therefore, examine
carefully the text in the two locations to tease out the subtleties between the two skills.It may help to point out that interpretive type statements invite the researcher to present
his/trer views on what the finding means in relation to previously published research,
various competiting theories, rival explanations of the phenomenon, and issues in the
subject area' The reporting text is a discussion, which means it covers the various
aspects studied' tt scnrtinizes the credibility of the findings, the strengths and
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weaknesses of the research project, the contributions of the project to the field, possible
ramifications of the findings, limitations and delimitations of the research, and directions
for future research. Finally, the researcher brings a critical stance toward his/trer own
work, making clear and appropriate use of critical thinking, sound reasoning, and cogent
and convincing argumentation, all the while retaining a healthy degree of skepticism and
open-mindedness toward findings that might supplant and interpretations that might
supercede those in his/trer report in the future.

Forms and Styles of Reporting
In my readings across psychology and the human sciences I have noted three basic
styles of writing and presentation: scientific, literary, and journalistic writing. Although t
shall briefly describe them in their purest form, in practice I see many researchers
blurring the boundaries among them, which often leads to unfortunate ambiguities should
care not be taken to communicate clearly the shift from one style to another.

Scientific writing is to apply the language with precision and without ambiguity. The
researcher aims at exactness and conciseness in communication. Definition of terms are
critical and the consistent use of terms paramount. Although an ideal, researchers
generally ascribe to the belief that common agreement can be reached regarding the use
of the language to foster the advance of the subject matter of the field. perhaps the most
outstanding example of this consensus building is the wide use of idiosyncratic jargon
and acronyms among a group of researchers.

Literary writing is often contrasted with scientific writing; see Eisner (lggl). As the
aim of writing this way is to provide nuance, linguisitic innovation, some degree of
ambiguity, and creativity of expression, researchers must be careful not to defeat
themselves writing in an overly literary fashion in their research reporting. The hearry
use of mefaphorical language and analogies in science are prime examples of the ways
researchers take to the more literary style of writing while exercising some caution not
to become literary in their descriptions and interpretations. Another popular way
researchers incorporate literary writing into their reporting is to make poignant use of
lite'rary excerpts from their participants, that is, selections of text that happen to possess
literary style to them.

The third style of writing I term journalistic. tt is a form of reporting falling somewhat
between the previous two styles. There is an emphasis on brevity and conciseness as
well as liberty taken to the attention-getting aspects of literary writing. Many editorsgle their journalists freedom to write quite stylistically, while expecting the clear
gommunication of the who, what, where, when, and possible why of the event covered.
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Researchers must show some restraint to not sell there readers on their view of events'

hype certain aspects, and sensatio na]ize their research, in other words, researchers

must steer clear of the well known extremities of journalistic writing-

Whether writing scientifically, literally, or journalistically, it is essential to know your

audience. The researcher must ask and answer his/her own question: For whom are you

writing this report? Who is likely to read your research report? Knowing the audience

determines the p,rity of scientific writing, and whether a mix with the other two is

acceptable, or even exPected'

As an alternative scheme to the one just described abovg I recommend the last

chapter in yin (1994), who discusses six styres of reporting case studies- I think he

picks up on some excellent points not addressed in my trichotomy' His schema is also

more subtantive regarding strategies for organizing and constructing the written report'

Further, much can be learned about research reporting from reading ethnographies

when special attention is given to their organizations, styles, and selectivity of contents'

Some additional sources of information with a helpful chapter or section on research

reporting are coffey and Atkinson (1996), cooper (1989), Fetterman (1989), Morse and

Field (1995), Rubin and Rubin (1995), and Strauss (1987)'

SummarY
This part of the learning guide covers the end phases of the general research cycle

that involve the researcher mostly in interpretation of the findings and communication

various aspects of the investigation as an oral and/or written report' The nature of

interpretation is a subtle yet distinguishable activity from data processing, even though

one might convincingly argue that interpretation is indigenous throughout inquiry' There

are various forms of presentation, both oral and written available to the researcher to

communicate the project to interested persons.

Assignment 5

The choices of the assignment are intended to give you some skill building and

understanding of the role of interpretation and reporting qualitative data in research' The

synoptic descriptions which forlow are more funy detailed in Appendix A.

Select oNE alternative only from among those to follow in order to complete this

assignment. Important: be sure to indicate which alternative you are completing when

you send your assignment to the instructor'

5-A. This choice involves interpreting and reporting the findings of a reserch

interview.
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5-8. This choice involves interprefing and reporting the findings based on field mtes
and ob servations.

5-C This choice involves interpreting atrd repoding the findings of an archive and/or
database.

5-D. This choice involves interpreting and reporting the findings of a collection of
artifacts.

5-E Other possibilities for interpr€ting and reporting qualitative data that do not
come from the sources designated in 5-A through 5-D may be proposed to the hstructor
for hiMrer apprwal

$F. This choice enpges you in ctitique of the interpr€tation and reporting of others

who have compleed empirical work with qualitative data and contributed their research

to the published litemture in psycholory and human science,
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Part Vl

ISSUES AND INTEGRATION

Required

Kvale, S. (1996). InterViews. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. [Chapters 6, 8, 13, and 15J
Miles, M- anq Huberman, A. (1994). Qrtalitative- Dita Analysis. Second edition.

Thousand 9?k, CA: Sage. [Chapters t0 and 11]
Morse, J. and.Field,_f. (1995). Quaittattve Researclh Methods for Health Professionals.

second edition. Thousand oaks, cA: Sage. [chapter fl

Course Reader

Read the articles listed under part VI.

Recommended

Denzin, N. and Lincoln, Y. (Editors) (199 4). Hanrtbook of Qwlitative Research.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. [Chapters 5-9]

Kvale, S. (Ed.) (1989). Issues of validiry in qualitative research. Lund, Sweden:
Studentlitteratur.

Mishler, E- (1986). Research Interviewing: Contut and Narrative. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University press.

Morye, J. qO-l ( 1994). Critical Issues in Qwlitative Research Methods. Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sage.

Rubin, H- and lubin,I, (1995). Qualitative Interviewing: The An of Hearing Data.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Advanced Reading

None
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Overview
Researchers have many interestso and they attempt to satisfy them through disciplined

inquiry. As each researcher may differ from others in these interests as well as the forms

taken to research them, there are bound to be many issues about the conduct of inqurry

among them. A select set of these issues having to do with qualitativ" (fris the subject
\)J

of this part of the learning guide. The assignments at the end of this part ask you to

select one issue for discussion and integration of your study of the subject matter of this

course.

The set of issues selected are by intention methodological. I have tried to bring into

the learning guide those of contemporary fenror that seem to cut across many research

methods. Although the qualitative-quantitative debate is rather superficial in many

respects, one can learn much about issues in research from a study of this debate. But

the other more substantive issues concern such matters as operationalization, validity,

reliability, generalizability, strategy, datz processing, attribution of meaning,

interpretation, researcher bias, self-report, role and potential conflict of interests of the

research, confidentiality, and ownership of data.

If one prefers to concentrate one's study on a particular research method that uses

qualitative data, one can soon discover a host of merhodological issues having to do with

the strengths, weaknesses, and ethical issues in using qualitative data with the method.

Any one of the issues pinpointed in this way may serve as a nucleus for study in this

part of the learning guide. But please note that the emphasis here is not so much on the

research method as understanding the issues of working with qualitative data.

Qualitative Versus Q uantitative
ln psychology and other human sciences, researchers sometimes become so preoccupied

with quantification to study human phenomena that the important and basic reliance in all

sciences on qualitative description of the properties, characteristics, features,

circumstances, and contexts is almost forgotten. Concerns over the skewed view toward

the proper data for psychology and human science has sparked fierce debate among 
^1"(

researchers in education, nursing, psychologlr, sociolory, to mention a few outstandingy' , - fr' ,)r)researcneffi rn eoucauon, numrng, psycnolp{Y, socrorory, ro menuon a rew ouEranorng.l 
^a{'^rD

areoas. A radical stance, which has pot"rkl} the debate in my opinion, is represented i" 
l(1' {* ., I

the views of such publications as Denzin and Lincoln (195), Guba (1990), Lincoln *d lrY,_'h ,)d 
'.,

Guba (1985) and Addison and Packer (1989), whiles others, represented by such I dO" 
"il"publications as Brewer and Hunter (1989), Patton (190), and Reichardt and Cook \ ,[

(1979) have taken a more middle of the road position, remaining open to different d*z ) t 0
fv--/

--/
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types and data types where and when justified.
ide

Various parts of this I ide a to aspects of this issue.

mrxmg

quanti$/ the quality of a ,l quantification be
human experien ce? Arfihere rules and edures for
in scientific rigor tq of quanti Is it sci
and human scien # n operation alize a ct for the
text based co building procedure

of

Is it acceptable to
study qualities of

are comparable

in psychology

through t
the parti or the ex

Under what p{rcumstances does a research use itative data nd quan data?
Must they Tdlways answer different kinds qu ons, such as * hat and 'how
much?' can they be used together the same research in the same

project? These are the kinds of questions that relate to the debate.

Science Versus pseudoscience
This issue becomes particurarly meddresome in regard to the vity of evidence.
Through poor samplin g, it) mrss occurrences and be i best places to make
observations. It is eadto ou relevant text in the g of much material.
Preconceptions subrlely i synthesizing findings.
researcher can be to interpret gs as one to
research the researcher caf faU prey to reasorung
of argumen to advance a parfticular view not

forms

inspection of/the evidence and the
that a from

Some which will likely to tie the relevanc this issue to
qualitativA data are Folgelin (19g2), (ree0), Radner and Radner (1982), and
Stice (1987).

Varidity and Reriabiriry *f . ; . Sage O*,,;lf, dT;}fi ;ff**
The issues of validity and reliability may be posed for-all urpdt, of conducting inquiry.
The qualitative data collected may be challenged with respect to its validity for theparticular inqulry, that is specifically for the research question being asked. Is the datum,or observation, directly relevant to the research question being posed. Researchers
collect a lot of data' Most of it is not directly relevant to a particular question. By whatcriteria can the researcher separate the directly relevant from indirectly relevant
evidence? Is the act of the researcher, whereby an obsenration was made, truly
represent the event? Do the procedures of data processing sufficiently alter the data from
its original form in ways. he, cannot reflect back upon its original form? Do differences

$.x

may

ising.
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among researchers of similar data invalidate their findings and interpretations? These
and related questions bear on the vatidity issue in the use of qualitative data.

Reliability can be just as thorny as validity. Although related to validity, reliability
tends to concern the consistency, stability, and repeatability of the data, both within the
database and over the course of data collection. Does the intenriewee give basically the
same answer to a question asked in different ways? Does the same question included in
the questionnaire yield the same response when asked in the follow up intenriew? Do
the actions of this person observed in the field reveal a pattern which the person repeats
on subsequent visits to this location? From o-ne interview the next, does the set of
interview probes in a particular area of the investigation also group together in regard to
the responses they generate? These and related questions have to do with the issue of
reliability.

Some sources to study these issues are Kvale (1989), and the recommended texts in
this and prwious parts of this learning guide.

Seff Report
The honesty of the participant is a common issue in research. This is not to say that
participants are intentionally trying to be dishonest. How contributive a participant can
be to provide narrative responses in interviews and act naturally while you are watching
as if you were not there may depend on how self-conscious the participant is. It may not
be a matter of honesty but of personatity and temperament. The defensiveness of the
participant may also be relevant. Self-disclosure is a very personal matter in all social
situations, the research interview and participant observer presence included. The
participant, in other words, may be an unfortunate party to distorting the data collected.
Establishing rapport, maintaining rapport, and building in checks to evaluate faking,
psychopathology, and self-image management represent major challenges to
researchers.

For sources on this important issue in qualitative research, examine particularly
those texts wriffen on research interviewing and texts like Miller (1991). However,
some consideration this issue and others noted in this section as they apply to forms of
qualitative data collection other than the research interview will be found in the material
ofthe QRM Reader, such as Cochran et al (1980), Mathison (1988), and Sieber (1973).

Researcher Bias
On the other hand, problems with qualitative data may be traceable more to the
researcher than the participant. The pseudoscientific tendencies alluded to above
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certainly connect with the researcher bias issue.

Some sources on researcher bias in qualitative research are Rosenthal (1976) and

those noted in the previous section of this pafi of the learning guide.

Parenthetically, it is important to stress that issues of bias, whether from the

participant or researcher, often involves the interpersonal relationship and

communications exchanged. We see numerous manifestations in qualitative research

that must be scrutinized in regard to bias, such as between researcher and participant,

interviewer and interviewee, observer and observee, researcher and artifact collector,

researcher and archive recorder, and ethnogfapher and informer.

Research Ethics
The last but not least important area I shall mention concerns the ethical issue of using

qualitative data in research. There are many ethical issues and now guidelines to

discourage misconduct that have been provoked by violations in many aspects of

research. In general, the area of research ethics pertains here just as much as it does to

any research methods learning guide and form of research in psychology and human

science. But my focus here is primarily on select ethical issues bearing directly on the

collection, processing, and use of qualitative data in research. Manufacturing field notes

of nonexistent events, falsiffing or tampering with inteview text, eliminating documents

from the archive because one does not like what they sal, and making exaggerated

claims from findings are examples of unethical practices.

Some sources on researcher ethics in qualitative research are Kvale (1996), Patton

(1990), and Webb et al (1981).

Summary
This part of the learning guide has drawn attention to a few issues among many

germane to the use of qualitative data in research. Qualitative data may be contrasted

with quantitative data, propensities to use qualitative data in pseudoscientific ways,

validity and reliability, self report and researcher bias represent prominent issues that if
not addressed can undermine the value and contributions of the research, ffid raise

ethical issues as well.
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Assignment 6
Recognition of the methodological issues of handling qualitative data leads one to

another important research skill area. The choices of the assignment which follow are
intended to bring some integration to this course of study and improve one,s research
skills pertaining to issues around the use of qualitative data.

Choose oNE alternative to complete this assignment. Be sure to read the full details
of each choice in Appendix A.

6-A' This choice involves the selection and study of one central methodological issue
concerning the use of qualitative data in psychology and human science research.

6-8' This choice involves the selection and study of one major theme or trend you
have discovered about working with qualitative data in research over the course of your
study and completion of the previous assignments.
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Part VII

coNcLUStON

Required

Miles, M- and Hub-erman, A.- (1994). Qrulitative Data Analysis. Second
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. tchaptei t3-i

Course Reader

Read the articles listed under part VII.

Recommended

Denzin, N. and Linco]l, Y_. @ditors) (1994). Handbook of Qrulitative Research.
Thousand oaks, cA: sage. tchipierr is .no iol- 

- -J

Advanced Reading

None.
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Overview
The prT pose of this learning guide has ben to facilitate your study of the use andpltt: of qualitative data in psychology and human science research. From an introductionto the. nat(e of qualitative data, the course covered some outstanding avenues

researchers lrse to collect and process qualitative data. This course of study brings as a
result into the foreground several methodological issues that appear special to the use of
qualitative data as well as a host of related issues common to the use of all data types in
research' Having come this far, what can one sa{ in hindsight? And what does the future
portend for this rich area of research methodology in psychology and human science? This
closing part of the learning guide requests you to take stock of what you have learned
and your progress with understanding this subject emphasis.

Qualitative Research in Retrospect
In the 1980s and 1990s the label "qualitative" has become a flag to wave for many
researchers and publishers to celebrate advances in research methodology that is
anything but quantitative measurement, number crunching, and statistical data
processing' Without a doubt, there has been an explosion of interest and publications in
journals and books about the various forms of inquiry making use of qualitative data. It is
an exciting time to be studying this material and using this kind of data in research
projects, even if there is an overuse and likety abuse of the term "qualitative, and many
ambiguities, inonsistencies, and marked differences of opinion evident in the use of*qualitative" 

concqpts and methods among select text authors.
Despite atl the dust in the air, so to speak, it is the intention of this learning guide to

provide assistance to your study of a qualitative orientation toward doing research and a
reference that you can return to again and again to stay on track and locate helpful
sources' Incidently, in this regard, any suggestions you €n forward to me to improve this
material will be much appreciated by me and by your fellow student researchers who
follow you.

on balance, I think it is fair to say that what we are witnessing is the righting of the
pendulum to a healthier balance in the use of both quattative and quantitative data in
psychology and human science research. Many forebearers protested in the last century
as the majority of researchers followed the likes of their fellow researchers in the
physical and biological sciences to seek the study of human phenomena through the
collection and processing of quantitative data. Many advances continue on this front. But
now we can conclude that significant advances are also apparent on the qualitative front
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as well, as demonstrated by a number of the texts and readings accompanying this
learning guide.

Future of Qualitative Research in Psychology and Human Science
In the first decade of the new miltenium I suspect many of the communication problems
and distractions in discourse, alluded to above, will begin to fade. More researchers will
drift to the middle on issues finding it more productive to cut the rhetoric and get down to
work on the specific rules, procedures, and practices of inquiry that advance the methods
and methodolo$es using qualitative daa Miles and Huberman (lgg4, 1995) are
exemplars of what more is needed by way of specific contributions. Nevertheless,
articulation of the specifics must be accompanied by the scnrtiny, both philosophical and
critical, whereby researchers reflect upon the issues but in connection to their practices
rather than their polemics.

We should expect clearer rules and procedues for using qualitative data in research
in the years ahead. More exemplars of effective strateges should become prominent too.
The complementarity and mix of data types will be explored and more expected.
Furthermore, it would not strprise me to see picttres come into their own as a data type
alongside numbers and words. That the qualitative-quantitative relation becomes clearer.
And the knowledge and theory base of psychology and human science rests more solidly
on findings derived from qualitative data, thanks to the methodological contributions of
the forthcoming generation of researchers.

Summary
This part of the learning guide concludes this course of study. eualitative data is at

the heart of research in psychology and human science. It is as close as we seem to
come to describing human phenomerla. There are numerous ways to make and work with
this data to import meaning to, deepen our understanding of, and explain human
phenomena. Great care in the formulation, collection, and processing of qualitative data
makes for the many current and emerging forms of scientific mehod in psycholory and
human science that depend on it.

Assignment z
For the last assignment of your course of study, write a 6 page paper in which you self-
evaluate and critique your current proficiency in the use and understanding of qualitative
data in research. See Appendix A for full details.
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Appendix A:

COURSE ASSIGNTI,IENTS

Full details of all assignments and their choices noted at the end of each part of thelearning guide are given here- For each assignment, it is essential to provide theinstructor with a written document and all appendices requested, in order to documentyour fulfillment of the course assignments and justiff course credit.
Many of these assignments are most productively pursued in successive incrementswith feedback from the instnrctor. To promote improvements in your proficiency andcompetence with the research skills associated with this learning guide, instructorfeedback and renisions should be expected for successive improvements to theircompleion. r- - -

You will notice some parallelism in the choices for Assignments 2 through 5. Forthose who prefer to follow one avenue, the choices permit one to be very specific, that is,to work with the formulation, collection, processing, and interpretation of one dataset, forexample data associated with research interviewing onry. However, you are encouragedto seek as much breadth and depth in studying, experiencing, and skill building first handto gain competence with AT LEAST Two ways of doing qualititative research. It maybe possible in some cases to cross over from one data collection technique inAssignment 3 to another in Assignment 4 without a repetition of data collection, that is,one might consider using the data collected in Assignment 3 and process it forAssignment 4' Such possibilities are left to the innovations of the Iearner and approval ofthe instructor' For routes suggestive through the assignments, see Appendix B.The most recent edition of the Publication Manrnl of the ApA is the r@ommended
source for formatting all papers to the instnrctor. Indicate clearly on the face sheet of allpapers your name, address, phone number, datg title, and choice of the assignment.unless the instructor requests two copies, send oNE copy of your work.
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Assignment 1

Having read Part I, write a paper to introduce yourself in the role of researcher to
your instructor' In preparation for your writing, peruse the assignments presented in this
appendix and make a tentative selection among them for your course of study. Make a
self-assessment in tandem to this activity. Review your understanding of and experience
using qualitative data, and evaluate your level of proficiency in regard to research skillsin this subject :rea.

A complete paper includes informative and reflective answers to these questions:. When did you enter the program?

' Which program are you in, and what is the nature of your professional work?
' Are there any research interest area(s) at Saybrook of interest to you now?
' In one para$aph, what are your current research interests, such ., topi. areas,

problems, issues, and questions?

' Is your intention to complete the course as structured or do you expect to propose some
modifications to some assignments? If you have any ideas for modifications at
this time, please describe them.

' What is your plan for completing the course within one semester?
' what combination of format, media, and modes of learning do you intend to use?
' what is your general plan for completing the assignments, which includes your

tentative and preliminary choice of assignments.
' what is your self-assessment of your research knowledge and skills in this subject

area?

' what experience have you had working with qualitative data?
' what methods have you studied and used which involved the collection and processing

of qualitative data? Describe these projects very briefly.
This assignment should range from 3 pages minimum to 6 pages maximum.

Assignment 2
Having studied the content of Part II and accompanying assigned readings, select and

complete oNE of the choices below for the second assignment of your course of study.
Clearly indicate the choice on written work sent to the instructor.

2-a' Note: This choice involves the design of a procotol for research intenriewing. Select
a topic area and focus to one research question. Generate a pool of derivative questions
of a more specific natue that may help contribute to the answer to the research question.
This family of interrelated questions, so to speak, may be thought to collectively
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represent the research question for the purpose of research intenriewing. Design a
protocol to sequence the question family and give guidance to the interrrriewer. Draw on
sources about designing research interviews.

The assignment is to be completed by communicating to the instructor in the form of a
10 page paper what you have learned about designing the research interview. The paper
should consist of reflective and considered thought in the following sections:
1. State the topic area and focal research question.
2' List the family of questions, the question pool, that shatl comprise the protocol. To

gene'rate the pool, it may be helpful-to study the subject area of the published
literature and discuss the question with others.

3' Present your configuration and sequencing of the questions that are intended to guide
the rsearcher while conducting the interview. Describe your reasoning for the
particular set of questions, their configuration and sequence. To discover what might
\& work best, it may be helpful to study other intenriew protocols and conduct
iJrfo,rA role playing simulation type intenriews with a friend, in which you take a turn
being both the interviewer and the interviewee.

4' Discuss what you have learned from completing this task, making use of sotuces in
research intenriewing.

5' Discuss your proposed intenriew protocol with respect to what other researchers have
to say about the use of them in research interviewing. Are there likely to be any
advanta8es, disadvantages, and ethical concerns in the use of such guides for
research interviewing? Make clear use of sources here.

6. Provide full References at end of the paper.

2'B' Note: This choice involves the conceptualization and articulation of an a priori
category scheme for obsenrational research. From your study of a topic area of study and
the focal research question chosen, try to imagine categories to classiff observations
that are directly relevant to the research question. You may have to visit and spend
some time in the social situation, just watching and thinking about possible categories
which could be helpful later on. Work up your scheme and provide some definition to each
category that will guide the observer in making decisions when it is likely one is
witnessing an event that falls into the category. Find a form to summ arize the scheme
which lends itself to portabilrty and usage in the fietd.

To complete this assignment, write a 10 page paper that consists of the following
sections:

1' Describe the topic ara, and focal research question to be answered through

8s
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observational research.

2. Present the categories (codings) connected to the research question and what you did
to find them, decide upon their relevancg and add them to the scheme. Define in as
specific terms as possible what the category is and what the observer might expect
to witness in order to classify the event in the category.

3. Describe the category (coding) scheme as a whole. Articulate your reasons
(rationale) that it can serve as an a priori category scheme for the imagined
observational research project to answer the research question. Detail whether the
scheme was arrived at through deduction oT induction, or a mixtgre of both. Is the
scheme ptrely a priori in this case? Could one argue that it is a postiori in some
respects, should you have spend much time in the field to discover the categories?

4. Discuss what you have learned from completing this task, making use of sources in
observational research.

5. Discuss your scheme with respect to what other researchss have to say about the
use of coding schemes in observational research. Are there tikely to be any
advantages, disadvantages, and ethical concerns in the use of this scheme? Make
clear use of sources here.

6. List full References at end of the paper.

2{. Note: This choice involves the conceptuali-ation of search and retrieval strategies
for archival and database research. Select a topic area and focus to one research
question. Use search and retrieval sources, such as a psychology thesaurus,
Psychological Abstracts, and subject indeces, to compose a list of descriptors relevant to
the research question. This list should include the key terms in the question and their
chief cross-references. Develop some strategies to search the archive (database) to find
information bearing on the answer to the research question. If you have access to
Intemet and/or CD ROMs services, you may want to try out some possibilities to better
understand what is and is not a search strategy, and what tends to work and what does
not.

To complete this assignment, write a 10 page paper that consists of the following
sections:

1. Describe the topic area and focal research question to be answered through archival
and database research.

2- Present the list of descriptors and cross-referrants from which search strategies are
applied. Define briefly what each term in the list means.
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3' Describe the search strategies proposed to find information from the archive and
database to answer the research question. Discuss your reasons (rationale) for each
strategy, that it can serve for productive inquiry in archival research in this case.

4' Discuss what you have learned from completing this task, making use of sogrces in
archival research.

5' Discuss your strategies with respect to what other researchers have to say about the
them in archival research. Are there likely to be any advantages, disadvantages, and
ethical concerns in the use of search and retrieval strategies? Make clear use of
sources here.

6. List fuIl References at end of the paper.

2-D. Note: This choice involves the design and development of a questionnaire for survey
research. This choice is similar to Choic e 2-A in most respects, in that one must select a
topic arql and focus to one research question, generate a pool of derivative questions of
a more specific nature for the questionnaire, and find a suitable format to present the
questions. Go through the parallel steps in questionnaire construction, described above
for research interviewing.

To complete this assignment, write a 10 page paper that consists of the following
sections:

1- Describe the topic area and focal research question to be answered through
adminishation of a questionnaire for a survey research project.

2' List the fumily of questions, the question pool, that could appear on the questionnaie.
To generate the pool, it may be helpful to study the subject area of the published
literature and discuss the question with others.

3- Select the best set of questions from the pool, present your configuration and
sequencing of the questions that are to be completed by the participant. Describe
your reasoning for the particular set of questions, their configuation and sequence.

4. Discuss what you have learned from completing this task, making use of sources in
questionnaire and survey research.

5. Discuss your scheme with respect to what other researchers have to say about the
use of questionnaires in survey reserch. Are there likely to be any advantages,
disadvantages, and ethical concerns in the use of the questionnaire to collect
qualitative data? Make clear use of sources here.

6. Provide full References at end of the paper

u
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2-B,. Note: This choice involves a comparative study of three data types: numbers,
pictures, and words. It will require you to collect informally to obtain a small pool of data
comprised of these three types and write a 10 page discussion comparing and contrasting
their similarities and differences among them.

Select a topic arsl of your interest and focus it to one research question. Use informal
means through written and published material available to you to obtain at least 6
numbers, 6 paragraphs of text, and 6 pictures that appear directly relwant to finding the
answer to the research question.

To complete this assignment study the- three subsamples to tease out some
similarities and differences in the nature of data. What can and cannot be connected to
the question in each case? What do you envision can be done with each data type to
attempt to find the answer to the question? What are the strengths and weaknesses of
each data type? Can the data types in this case be mixed in some way? Do the data
types shed some light on the question collectively, than if only one or two of the
subsamles constituted the entire data of the inquiry? These and similar probes of the
data provide the kinds of substantive matters to discuss in the body of the paper.

The paper should consist of the following sections:
1. statement of the topic area and focal research question posed.
2. Bnef description of each subsample.

3. Connections of the subsamples to the research question.
4. Discussion of differences among data types
5. Discussion of similarities among data Upes
6. Discussion of mixing and matching data types
7. Concluding remarks on what you have learned about the data Upes, their

characterisitics, advantages, and limitations.
8. After References at the end of the paps, place the subsamples, labeled Appendix A.

2'F. Note: This choice involves operationalizing an aspect of research that makes use of
qualitative data in the form of pictures or words. It will require you to draw upori the
learning guide and assigned readings to work with one data Upe and and write a l0 page
paper about what you have learned

Select a topic area of your interest and focus it to one research question. Underline
the key terms and any phrases in the question that must be defined. Seek out definitions
of these terms (constructs) from various sources. Make a decision regarding the most
appropriate definition of each term for the research question that you think will facilitate
the opuationalization of them for inquiry. This is typically done by researchers by picking
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one or synthesizing various contributors to arrive at the definition. Restate the research
question more fully by replacing the key terms in the question with their more elaborated
definitions' Do not become concerned if the question blossoms from a sentence into a
paragraph' To begin to operationalize the process toward a research endeavor, imagine
what qualitative data you would have to have that is consistent and permissible to
answer this elaborated research question. Finally, imagine a few candidates of a data
collecton procedure and the form they might take in a few research methods in
psychology and human science.

To complee this assignment, the papershould consist of the following sections:
1. statement of the topic area and focal research question posed.
2. The key terms and phrases to be defined.
3' The selected definitions of these key terms and phrases to be operationalized and a

few reasons in each case for your decision to use the particular definition.
4' The elaborated restatement of the research question that incorporates the final

definitions.

5' Statement of the qtralitative data that appears relevant to answering the reserch
question and the reasons which argue for such

6' Statement of the daa colection procedures that can provide this qualitative dta and
the reasons which argue for such.

7 ' Statement of the research methods that utilize these procedures and the forms they
are likely to take which generates the qualitative data expected.

8' Concluding remarks on what you have learned about operationalizing
qualitative data in research.

for using

9' After References at the end of the paper, list the definitions from various sources
considered, labeled Appendix A.

Assignment 3
Select ONE of the choices which follows to complete the third assignment, which is

to apply the content of Part III of this learning guide and its assigned radings.

3-A' Note: This choice involves research intenriewing. It concerns data collection only.
And it requires approval by the Saybrook Institutional Review Board (SIRB), because
direct contact with human participants is necessary to collect the qualitative data. you
must obtain SIRB application and receive permission to proceed with data collection prior
to contact with participants. This option will require consent form, set of selection
criteria, and interview protocol, in order to do the intenriewing.
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Design an intenriew protocol intended to solicit information to answer a research
question of interest to you. The protocol may be the one from Assignment 2. The
interview should be designed to last no long than one hour. The one hour session can be
thought to comprise the following activities, in this order: introductions, explaining the
nature and purpose of the session, obtaining informed and signed consent from the
interviewee, going through the protocol, and bringing clostue and giving thanks to the
interviewee for participatin g.

Design a consent form and make a list of criteria to decide whether a person you
contact is eligible to participate. Obtain and comptete the SIRB approvat application to
interview 3 persons.

At this point, send the protocol, list of criteria, consent form, and SIRB application to
the instructor for feedback and approval.

submit your material to the SIRB for feedback and approval.
Obtain the participants and conduct the intenriews, applying all the concepts and

relevant content you have reaped from your @urse of study. Write up your experience of
research intenriewing and what you have learned about this major form of collecting
qualitative data in psychology and human science in a 10 page paper.

The complete paper must consist of reflective and critical consideration of the
following:

1. State your topic area of interest and what you did to focus it to one research question.
2. Describe your criteria for selection of your interview participants and the actions you

took to obtain them.

3. Discuss in detail what happened during each intenriew, and what you learned from
each intenriew that (a) contributed to your understanding of research intenriewing
and (b) helped you do a better job with the next intenriew. This portion of the paper
may be best presented by covering each intenriew in two subsections: A brief
synposis of the interview followed by a concise discussion of your learning gained
from that intenriew.

4. Discuss in detail at last one strength, one weakness, and one ethical issue that you
had to confront while collecting qualitative data by means of research interviewing.

5. Provide a concluding statement on what you have learned and think about collecting
qualitative daa in this fashion for the purpose of doing research in psychology or
human science.

6. After the References at the end of your paper, provide a concise description of the
criteria for selecting your interview participants, labeled Appendix A.

7. Place a copy of your consent form at the end of your paper, tabelled Appendix B.
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8' Provide a copy of your intenriew protocol at the end of your paper, labelled Appendix
C.

9' Provide either copy or original tape recordings of your 3 interviews to accompany your
paper' which you can make reference to at various points in your paper, if you prefer,
to draw to yotr instructor's attention to corresponding points discussed in the text of
your paper.

3-B' Note: This choice involves observational research. It concerns data collection only.
And it may require approval by the Saybrmk Institutional Review Board (SIRB) should
any surveillance to direct contact with human participants be intended to collect the
qualitative data. You must obtain SIRB application and receive permission to proceed
with data collection prior to contact with participants. This option may require consent
form and se of selection criteria in the case of participant obsenration, and consent form
in other forms of obsenration, per judgement of the SIRB.

Given your decision of a topic area and focus to one research question, formulate a
research design and plan to observe human beings in their every day environments to
answer your question. Decide on the places and make up a time schedule to follow that
is reasonable and doable, given the many other activities of your daily life. Consider
sessions up to one hour in a placg and a data collection period spanning 2-3 weeks. you
may want to visit at least 3 places and 3 times of day for comparative puposes;
however, if you prefer a more in depth look in one location over several days, or several
different times of day, this is allright too. These are examples of the kinds of decisions
obsenrational researchers must make to design and plan their research. Some decision
will likely be necessary as to what form of observation best suits your research question:
naturalistic, nonparticipant, or participant. You may want to try more than one to acquire
some skill and understanding of their advantages and disadvantages.

If you expect to contact and converse with persons, selection criteria may become
important to decide whether each person is appropriate for the inquiry. Further, with
participant obsenration, a @nsent form may be appropriate. However, this is a touchy
area in observational research and laborous to go through for each person one engages.
You may prefer to obtain consent from a superior who allows you access to the social
context, and who announces the purpose of your presence in advance. After awhile your
presence will likely become less of a factor in the data collecting. In all cases, consult
with your instnrctor and the faculty chair of the SIRB for advice on your particular
situation. If necessary, obtain SIRB approval before you enter the field and contact
persons for the purpose of observing.
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Your time in the field should be enough to witness and/or obtain through human
contact data directly relevant to the research question asked. Should this not be
happening in following your plan, then some revisions of places and/or times may be in
order.

Incidently, if you have an intriguing social context to habitat for a whilg and are
altogether lost in thought regarding what research question to ask, you might try what
many ethnographers do, simply spend time in the context, remaining as open as possible
to what is happening all around you, and to your surprise perhaps a number of potential
questions will begn to pop up. Choose one, sfate it concisely as possible, and get on
with those aspects of the assignment described above that will bring you back into the
field to complete this assignment.

Part of this assignment will challenge you to determine what to observe that is
relevant to the research question and what ways of recording properly constitutes the
qualitative data of the investigation. Make your obsenrations either during and/or as
immediately after your observational sessions as possible. The category (coding)
scheme completed for Assignment 2 may be applied and tested as part of this
assignment.

In a 10 page paper, write up your experience of making observations and what you
have learned about this major form of collecting qualitative data in psychology and human
science.

The complete paper must consist of reflective and critical consideration of the
following:

1. State your topic area of interest and what you did to focus it to one research question.
2- Describe your research design and research plan for obsenring and the sampling

procedures used.

3. Discuss in detail what happened during your observation periods, and what you
learned within each session and from session to session. This portion of the paper
may best be presented by covering your sessions synoptically and chronologically to
help the reader follow the progression of the data collection.

4. Discuss in detail at least one strength, one weakness, and one ethical issue that you
had to confront while collecting qualitative data by means of observation.

5. Provide a concluding statement on what you have learned and think about collecting
qualitative data in this fashion for the purpose of doing research in psychology or
human science.

6. After the References at the end of your paper, place your obsenrations in chronological
order, labeled Appendix A.
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7 ' In cases of participant observation, provide a concise description of the criteria for
selecting your participants, a copy of your consent form, and SIRB application and
approval, Iabeled Appendices B, c, and D, respectively.

3-C. Note: this assignment requires
complete this assignment in a library
you can surf the Internet or work with
this assignment.

technology of access to databases. you may
with cD RoMs or online services. Alternatively,
the databases of your online provider to complete

Select a topic area of interest and focus thistopic to one (re)search question. Search
and scan the literature of the area (databases) for the answer to your question. The
sfrategies articulated for completion of Assignment 2 may be tried out and tested as part
of this assignment.

write a 10 paper that discusses your experience and the relevant concepts from this
course bear on the use of a database to collect qualitative data. A complete paper
consists of reflective and critical consideration of the following:
1' State your topic area of interest and what you did to focus it to one search question.
2' Describe your actions to search and find sources that directly answer the question.
3' Discuss in detail at least one strength, one weakness, and one ethical issue that you

had to confront in finding and collecting your information.
4' hovide a concluding statement on what you have learned and think about collecting

qualitative data in this fashion for the purpose of doing research in psychology or
human science.

5' After the References at the end of your paper, provide a record of the steps taken to
perform and complete you searching, labelled Appendix A.

6' Provide a copy of the information that you found that directly answers the question
posed and place the information at the end of your paper, lablled Appendix B.

3-D' Note: This choice of assignment consists of collecting artifacts. It concerns data
collection only' And it may require approval by the Saybrook Institutional Review Board
(SIRB) should direct contact with human participants be necessary to obtain the objects
and/or access to areas where artifacts are to be found shall be required. you must obtain
SIRB application and receive permission to proceed with data collection prior to contact
with participants. This option may require a consent form, per judgment of the SIRB.

Given your decision of a topic area and focus to one research question, formulate a
research design and plan to collect artifacts that will help you to answer your question.
Decide on the places to visit where you have a rqlsonable chance of finding them. Draw
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up a general plan to spend some time over a 2-3 week period for obtaining the collection.
Make notes of the kinds of decisions you are making to design and plan the data
collection.

If you expect to contact and converse with persons in order to gain access and
permission to take, borrow, or study artificts, then a consent form will tikely be required.
In all cases, consult with your instructor and the faculty chair of the SIRB for advice on
your particular situation- If necessary, obtain SIRB approval before you enter the field
and contact persons for the purpose of artifact access and collection.

Part of this assignment will challenge you to determine what artifacts are relevant to
the research question and what ways of accessing, obtaining, and cataloguing them
properly constitutes the qualitative data of the investigation.

In a 10 page paper, write up your experience of collecting artifacts and what you have
learned about this major form of collecting qualitative data in psychology and human
science.

The complete paper must consist of reflective and critical consideration of the
following:

1' State your topic area of interest and what you did to focus it to one research question.
2' Describe your research design and research plan for. obtaining artifacts and the

sampling procedures used.

3' Discuss in detail what happened during your exursions for artifacts, and what you
learned within each trip and ftom exursion to excursion. This portion of the paper may
best be presented by covering your sojourns synoptically and chronologically to help
the reader follow the progression of the data collection.

4' Discuss in detail at least one strength, one weakness, and one ethical issue that you
had to confront while collecting this kind of qualitative data.

5' Provide a concluding statement on what you have learned and think about collecting
qualitative data in this fashion for the purpose of doing research in psychology or
human science.

6' After the References at the end of your paper, place your catalogue of artifacts, labeled
Appendix A. Physical objects may be represented in the form of photos or short
written descriptions, but both are preferable as they more closely simulate what
researchers do with artifacts in research.

7' where appropriate, provide a copy of your consent form, and the SIRB application and
ap,proval, labeled Appendices B and c, respectively.
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3-E Other forms of collecting qualitative data may be proposed to the instructor for
his/trer approval. For example, the questionnaire designed and developed in Assignment
2 may be used to collect the qualitative data in for this assignment. The research
intenriew may be done over the phone instead of in-person. Both intenriew protocols and
questionnaires for surveys can be used to collect qualitative data via the Internet. All
such proposals should follow the same guidelines to obtain the data as conveyed in the
previous choices of this assignment. Further, such proposals should cover the gene,ral
sections of a written 10 page paper about your skill buitding and learning that are
presented in the above choices. Finally, a comtrination of the above choices may also be
attempted. But in all cases, it is important to keep the assignment manageable and
reasonable for completion of the third assignment.

Assignment 4
Select ONE choice presented below for completion of the fotnth assignment, which

applies the content of Part IV of this learning guide and accompanying readings.

+L. Note: This choice involves processing qualitative data obtained from research
interviewing- This assignment may be completed using the data collected in Assignment
3, or its equivalent. If an intenriew is to be completed to have this data to processing, the
description of Assignment 3-A applies to the extend of obtaining the data; however one
full intenriew will suffice.

If the written transcript of the intenriew is not at hand, transcribe the intenriew to a
written text. Drawing upon the sources mentioned in the learning guide and others you
find on processing interview crtta, proceed through the transcript according to the rules
and procedures chosen for the processing. Move the processing through its course
toward its expected end. The steps of the processing will var1r, depending on whether
you are following a conventional content analysis, a hermeneutical, phenomenological, or
other recommended form of processing. Processing procedures and displays may be
selected from the Miles and Huberman (1994), and equivalent, texts. Organize the
findings for presentation.

To complete the assignment, write a 10 page paper that is reflective and critical
consideration of the following:
1' State your topic area of interest and focus to one research question that the processing

affempts to answer.

2' Describe briefly the form of processing chosen for the qualitative data and rgaso,ns for
its appropriateness.
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3' Describe the ste,ps of the processing which the reader can follow with the aid of the
appendices.

4. Present the end results of the processing the findings.
5' Discuss in detail what you learned about this form of processing qualitative data from

this accomplishing this task. Include commentary on what rules and procedures you
found most helpful and those that were wasteful in moving along from one phase to
the next of the processing. If a category scheme of some kind was applied or
emerged, then articulate what it is and its relevance to the processing activity.

6' Dscuss in detail at least one strength, one wed<ness, and one ethical issue that you
had to confront while processing qualitative data obtained by research interviewing.

7 - Provide a concluding statement on think about collecting qualitative data in this
fashion for the purpose of doing research in psychology or human science.

8' After the References at the end of your paptr, place a copy of the transcript, labeled
Appendix A.

9' Present the end results of each phase of the data processing of the transcript, and
label each phase according as Appendix, B, C, D, and so otr, the last appendix
containing the final result(s) of processing.

4-8. Note: This choice involves obsenrational research. It concerns the processing of
observations made in the field The data collected to complete Assignment 3 can be used
to complete this assignment. If field notes and observations are needed, then the
information described in Assignment 3-B will likely apply as far as getting the data.

Using the content of the tearning guide and sources about observational research,
develop a means to process the observations to answer the research question. The ways
to do this are numerous though often to implicit, but the challenge of this task will be to
find a meaningful path to organize the observations into relevant groupings relevant to
what one is asking, look for corroboration, "anchor" the dg1ta, and discover ways to
converge, synthesis and present the findings. Miles and Huberman (1994), Fetterman
(1989)' and [ofland and lpftland (1984) may be useful sources here.

In a 10 page paper' write up your experience of processing fietd notes and
obsenrations and what you have learned about this major form of collecting qualitative
data in psychology and human science.

The complete paper must consist of reflective and critical considenation of the
following:

1. State your topic area of interest and focus to one research question that the processing
attempts to answer.
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2' Describe briefly the form of processing chosen for the qualitative data and reasons for
its appropriateness.

3. Describe the ste,ps of the processing which the reader can follow with the aid of the
appendices.

4. Present the end results of the processing, the research findings.
5. Discuss in detail what you learned about this form of processing qualitative data from

accomplishing this task. Include commentary on what nrles and procedues you found
most helpful and those that were wasteful in moving along from one phase to the next
of the processing. If a category scheme of-some kind was applied or emerged, then
articulate what it is and its relevance to the processing activity.

6. Discuss in detail at least one strength, one weakness, and one ethical issue that you
had to confront while processing qualitative data consisting of field notes and
observations.

7 - Provide a concluding statement communicating what you think about collecting
qualitative data in this fashion for the purpose of doing research in psychology or
human science.

8. After the References at the end of your paper, place a copy of the field notes and
observtions in chronological order, tabeled Appendix A.

9- Present the end results of each phase of the data processing of the content of
Appendix A, and label each phase according as AppendiX, B, C, D, and so on, the last
appendix containing the final result(s) of processing.

4{.Note: this assignmmt requires processing the text data obtained from archival and
database research. The data collected in Assignment 3 may serve this putpose,
especially that of Assignment 3-C. However, tibrary and database research can yield
readily a set of documents on a chosen focus, should the data not be available from a
previous assignment. It is important, however, to have a clearly circumscribed area and
center point to it, as re,presented by a specific research question to answer via the data
processing to maximize the meaningfulness of this choice of assignment.

Select and carry out a content analysis on the set of documents. There is a large
literature on content analyses available, and many references to meta-analysis will also
be relevant to compl*e this assignment. A number of techniques and displays in Miles
and Hubernum (1994) will also apply.

Write a 10 paper that discusses your experience and what you learning from carrying
out the content analysis. A complete paper consists of reflective and critical
consideration of the following:
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l. State your topic area of interest and focus to one research question.
2' Describe briefly the form of content analysis chosen for the qualitative data and

reasons for its appropriateness.

3' Describe the steps of the processing which the reader can follow with the aid of the
appendices.

4. Present the end results of the processing, the research findings.
5. Discuss in detail what you learned about this form of processing qualitative data from

accomplishing this task. Include commentary on what rules and procedures you found
most helpfut and those that were wasteful in moving along from one phase to the next
of the processing. If a category scheme of some kind was applied or emerged, then
articulate what it is and its relevance to the processing activity.

6' Discuss in detail at least one strength, one weakness, and one ethical issue that you
had to confront rvhile performing the content analysis of the documents.

7 ' Provide a concluding statement communicating what you think about collecting
qualitative data in this fashion for the purpose of doing research in psychology or
human science.

8' After the References at the end of your paper, provide a list of the documents
arnlyzd', perhaps the full citation and their abstracts when available would sufficg
labeled Appendix A.

9- Present the end results of each phase of the content analysis, and labeling each phase
accordingly as Appendix, B, C, D, and so on, the last appendix containing the final
result(s) of the analysis, which in some forms of content analysis really more of a
content synthesis.

4-D' Note: This choice of assignment consists of processing the qualitative data of
artifacts. If you do not have the data already, perhaps ftom a collection, or from
Assignment 3, to obtain the data set may require approval by the Saybrook Institutional
Review Board (SIRB) to ge,t it, in which case the information presented in Assignment
3-D applies.

Read carefully the instnrctions for the choices above, particularly 4-B and 4-C, for
they basically provide the guidance needed to process the qualitative data in this case
and complete the 10 page paper for this choice of the fourth assignment.

4-E' Other forms of processing qualitative data may be proposed to the instnrctor for
his/trer approval. All such proposals should follow the same guidelines to obtain the data
as conveyed in the previous choices of this assignment. Further, such proposals should
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cover the general sections of a written 10 page paper about your skill building and
learning that are presented in the above choices. Finally, a combination of the above
choices may also be aftempted. But in all cases, it is important to keep the assignment
manageble and reasonable for completion of the third assignment.

Assignment 5
Select oNE choice presented below for completion of the fifth assignment. These

choices are desigred to exercise and improveresearch skilrs and understanding of the
interpretation of evidence and the reporting of the results of research in psychology and
human science- In completing this assignment,' follow the same gene,ral guidetines used
to complete the previous assignments of the course of study.

5-A' Note: This choice involves interpreting and reporting the findings of a research
intenriew' For this assignment, you will need the results from processing the text of a
research interview. The outcome of data processed from Assignment 4 may apply. If you
are unsure about the material you wish to interpret, then confer with the instnrctor. In a
G10 page paper, interpret the findings. After providing your interpretation of the findings
reflect upon what you have done and how you did it. Consider the various aspects which
may be brought to bear into your interpretation, such as balanced review of evidence both
for and against the answer to research question; the interpreters presuppositions and
presumptions, and preunderstandings brought to the task; generali zation and
extrapolation of the findings; soundness in the use of argument and togic; and the choice
of words, their meanings, and the use of language. Draw upon sources to provide citation
and application of the course sources about interpreting and reporting the findings of
qualitative data.

The paper to complete this assignment should contain reflective and considered
thought in the following sections:

1' Describe in the Introduction section the topic area and focal research question
investigated.

2' Provide a brief Synopsis of the findings available to you from the processing of the data
for the second Synopsis of Findings section of the paper. This section should consist
of highlights, because Appendix A is to contain the full findings.

3' Present your interpretation of the findings. What do they mean in regard to answering
the research question? Do the findings appear to support or refute particular answers
to the research question? If others claim to have the answer to the research question,

w
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compare and discuss their interpretations with your own. Such discussion is expected
to involve critique of your interpretation and those of others, including an examination
of the strengths and waknesses bearing on comparing and contrasting
interpretations. Referral to the appendix of your paper and other publications will
facilitate completion of this section. This third Interpretation section of the paper
constitutes the body and most substantive section.

4. Reflect upon what you have learned about the research skilts of interpreting and
reporting. What has interpretation itself meant for you in this case? What insights
about the research question and the task of interyretation have occurred as the relate
to working with qualitative data in psychology and human science research? This last
section may be aptly titled Reflections and Insights.

5. Provide the list of full References used to comploe the paper.
6' Provide the fuU findings from the data processing, or last stage of data processing,

labeled Appendix A.

5-8. Note: This choice involves interpreting and reporting the findings based on field
notes and observations. For this assignment, you will need the results from processing
field notes and observations. The outcome of data processed from Assignment 4 may
apply. If you are unsure about the material you wish to interpret, then confer with the
instructor- The sections of the 10 page paper to complete this assigment described above
in 5-A apply.

5-C. Note: This choice involves interpreting and reporting the findings of an archive
and/or database- For this assignment, you will need the results from processing
information retrieved from an archive and/or database. The outcome of data processed
from Assignmqfi 4 may apply. If you are unsure about the material you wish to interpret,
then confer with the instnrctor. The sections of the 10 page paper to complete this
assigment described above in 5-A apply.

5-D. Note: This choice involves intopreting and reporting the findings of a collection of
artifacts. a collection of artifacts, ft" outcome of data processed from Assignment 4 rnay
apply. If you are unsure about the material you wish to interpret, then confer with the
instructor. The sections of the 10 page paper to complete this assigment described above
in 5-A apply.
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5-E CIher possibilities for interpreting and reporting qualitative data may be proposed to
the instructor for hiMtrer approval. For example, the qualitative data to be interpreted and
reported may be that from a questionnaire used in survey research, previously
developed, used, and processed in one or more of your previous assignments. AU such
proposals should follow the same guidelines to obtain the data as conveyed in the
previous choices of this assignment. Further, such proposals should cover the general
sections of a written 10 page paper about your skill building and learning that are
presented in the above choices. Finatly, a combination of the above choices may also be
attempted- But in all cases, it is important to keep the assignment manageable and
reasonable for compleion of the third assignment.

5-F Note: This choice engages you in critique of the interpretation and reporting of
others who have compleed empirical work with quatitative data and contributed their
research to the published literature in psychology and human science.

Select two published research reports in a topic area of your interest that appear to
address the same research question. Examine carefully the authors interpretation and
re'porting of their findings based on qualitative data. Study their reasoning, internal
consistency, plausibility, argumentation, use of sound logic, generalization, validity,
significance, extrapolation, inference, and the like. Write a 10 page essay that critiques
these two contributions- compare and contrast their two views, and do so with your
own, based on your understanding and learning from the tearning guide, texts, and
relevant sources.

To complete this assignment, the essay should provide reflective and considered
coverage in the following sections:

I' Introduction is the initial section of the paper to comunicate two tasks. Firstly, it
states the topic area and research question asked by both contributors. Secondly, it
presents your own (not the journal's) abstract or synopsis of the two research
publications, which *sets the stage" for your critique.

II' Critique is the main section and the body of the ssy, where you make your points of
comparison between the two views (interpretations), as well as, contrast them with
your own' Draw on various sources to back up your points, and include reasons for
your points' Noting strengths and weaknesses, and evidence in favor and disfavor of
varying interpretations helps to weave together your case, the principal critique of the
two conhibutions to answer the research question and advance our knowlege. It will
improve the readability and ease of following the critique to organize, sequencg and
subtitle the body of the essay into seve,ral subsections.
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III. Conclusion section is your "wrap up" of the essay, in which the highlights are
reiterated and one's final statement on the matter is formulated and presented.

lV. Refsences

V. Aopendix which contains a clear copy of the focal two publications of the critique.

Assignment 6

The assignments associated with this part of the learning guide are to foster critical
reflection and integration of the more global aspects of using qualitative data in research.
They ask of you more attention to integrate the sut{ect matter of qualitative research in
anticipation of bringrng to closure this particular course of study in the last assignment,
which ask you to self-appraisal your learning and skill building over this course.

Select ONE choice presented below for completion of the sixth assignment. One
choice will take you mre deepty into a methodological issue, where the other choice will
have you discuss a theme or trend, both directly pertinent to the use of qualitative data in
research. In completing this assignment, follow the same general, guidelines used to
complete the previous assignments of the course of study.

6-A. Select one central methodological issue concerning the use of qualitative data in
psychology and human science research. Write a 10 page paper discussing several sides
and current status of the issue in psychology or human science.

A complete paper should provide reflective and considered coverage, make use of
relevant sources, and consist of the fotlowing sections:

1. Introduction. State the issue to be discussed.

2. Several major sections subtitled in a meaningful and plausible sequence that cover the
various aspects, controversies, contributors, concerns, ramifications, and the like that
has made it an issue in doing research with qualitative data.

3. Conclusion. State the current status of the issue and your final position as well.
4. References.

6-8. Select one major theme or trend you have discovered about working with qualitative
data in research over the course of your study and completion of the previous
assignments. In a 10 page essily, discuss the emergence, development, contribution,
current status, and likely continuance of this theme or trend in the future. To complete
this assignment, use the same organtration described above in Choice 6-A.
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Assignment 7

For the last assignment of your course of study, write a 6 page paper in which you
self-evaluate and critique your current proficiency and understanding of using qualitative
data in psychology and human science research. Describe what you have acquired of
gretest value and strength, and describe those areas that represent revealed and clear
weaknesses for your continued and future study. Draw upon your initial assignment of
the course to reassess the extend of your progress over the course as well as
reaffirmations and revisions of your point of view toward qualitative data in research.
Draw also upon the critical thinking and research skills you have worked with to
complete your prwious assignments.

You may include your assessment of learning materials in terms of those which you
discovered have especially facilitated your learning process, and those that have not.
Self-recommendations or "advice to myself,' are encouraged.

Equally important, if I am not your instructor, I would appreciate a copy of any
assignments and evaluations, and yotr recommendations, by way of feedback, that you
believe can improve this learning guide and accompanying materials to better serve
others who come after you. This may be done anonymously, if you prefer. Your partici-
pation in the feedback loop is essential at Saybrook for continued improvement in the
effectiveness and currency of these learning materials.
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Appendix B:

DECISION FLOW CHART
FOR ASSIGNMENTS

Note: This flow chart indicates the choices of each assignment
over three routes through the course.
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Route
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Assignment 1

Initial Self-assessment and letter of intent

Assignment 2 (Select one)
2-A Intenriew protocol
2-B Observation scheme
2t,Database search strategies
2-D Survey questionnaire

?-E 9o*parative study of data types
2-F operationalizing for qualitative data collection

Assignment A
2-A,3-A,4-A, 5-A
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3-A Conducting research intenriew Z-B,I-8, 4-8,5-B
3-B Obsenring in the field
3-C Database search and retrieval
3-D Collecting artifacts
3-E Other forms of qualitative data collecting
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Assignment 4 (Select one)
4-A Processing research intenriew
4-B Processing observations and field notes
4-C Processing archivaUdatabase information
4-D Processing artifacts
4-E Other forms of qualitative data processing

Assignment C
2-C,3-C,4-C,5-C
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Assignment 5 (Select one) Assignment D
5-A Interpreting and reporting the researchlnterview z-D,5-p, 4-D, 5-D
5-B Interpreting and reporting observation and field notes
5-C Interpreting and reporting archive/database
5-D Interpreting and reporting artifacts
5-E Interpreing and reporting other forms of qualitative data collected and

processed
5-F Critique of other reported research
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